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ABSTRACT

This paper, based on a study undertaken in 1976-77 at the University of
Maryland at College Park, examines the current state of curricular devel-
opment in library schools favoring advanced education for archival or rare
book librarianship. Through surveys and examination of catalogs, course
offerings of 64 accredited library schools capable of supporting training for
rare book librarianship were analyzed. These data are compared with
comparable figures for other course offerings, placement statistics, and
previous survey data, giving a general picture of neglect of this field. Areas
in need of further attention and improvement are suggested.

INTRODUCTION

Gordon N. Ray unwittingly sparked some controversy in 1965 with his
study "The Changing World of Rare Books," which quoted survey
respondents who echoed a theme dating to 1937 when Randolph G. Adams
portrayed librarians as "enemies of books." ' In 1971 Ann Bowden reacted
to criticism aimed at the deficiencies in the training of rare book librarians
in modern library schools by wondering "whether [critics] are basing their
feelings on library schools as they were, or as they are today." 2 She surveyed
graduate library schools accredited by ALA (then numbering 53), and
published the report "Training for Rare Book Librarianship," which, in
contrast to Ray's remarks, presented a sympathetic picture of library educa-
tion by identifying in ALA-accredited programs several opportunities to
pursue bibliographical studies and specialized training in rare books. In
1975 Ray updated his earlier study in "The World of Rare Books Re-
examined," which partially provoked this study of the same issue-
education for rare book librarianship-by attempting to examine the
current state of curricular development in library schools favoring
advanced bibliographic studies and training in curatorship, and to iden-
tify trends and problems inhibiting further development of this speciali-
zation. 3

An all-pervasive problem is the mutually hostile, or at least suspicious,
attitudes between bookmen and bibliographers on one hand, and on the
other, librarians in general and information specialists in particular. The
condemnation of librarianship by Adams seems to be more accepted by rare
book specialists today, after the rise of an increasingly elaborate and
sophisticated education system, than in his day when the emerging profes-
sion lacked formal degree programs at either the undergraduate or gradu-
ate levels.4 At the time of this study, the Association of American Library



Schools (AALS) included 63 institutions with accredited master's pro-
grams (these award over 8% of all graduate degrees earned each year in the
United States), plus another 35 affiliated schools;5 together, these have
enrolled as many as 12,000 students preparing for a profession now
approaching a membership of 182,000. However, few of these schools or
their graduates have achieved reputations for any bibliographical orienta-
tion, and they continue to be criticized severely by bibliophiles, collectors,
bookmen, historical and bibliographical scholars, and many academic
administrators.

Despite Bowden's encouraging findings, Ray's reexamination ignored
library and bibliographic education, as if the training component of rare
book librarianship were ephemeral, 6 and he noted the growing division
between rare book and research libraries and libraries in general. One
respondent to his survey wrote that: "the resentment and pique among
professional librarians and library schools over this development must be
recognized, but they are not meeting the tests. I hope that they will keep
trying." 7 Another described difficulty in being able to recruit "top flight"
individuals "who combine knowledge and devotion with a clear flair for
leadership....suited to direct a rare book program that must be explained
and made attractive to the external world of scholarship, administration,
collectors, and the general public." This "most respected of present day
university librarians," as Ray describes him, laments that "there are plenty
of [good young librarians], but they tend not to be bookish; instead they are
apt to concentrate on such areas as 'automation, general administration,
and science information services.' "8 Daniel Traister of the New York
Public Library summarized the complaint succinctly in the title of a talk
before a local association: "There Is Nothing so Rare as a Rare Book
Librarian."

The gulf between bookmanship and librarianship is widening with the
impact of professionalization and current trends toward information stu-
dies in library education. Ray noted that "even in 1965 it was the prevailing
view that [rare book librarians] should rarely be sought among library
school graduates, and this conviction has grown stronger in the interven-
ing years." 9 The MLS requirement has been especially criticized because so
many degree programs are seen as inadequate or, perhaps worse, irrelevant
for special collections. David Randall labeled such enforcement of profes-
sionalization through accreditation mechanisms as a "cancerous thing"
because the practice has screened competent bookmen and subject area
specialists from the profession while protecting the status of less-qualified
individuals. 10 Equally distressing is the prevailing attitude of library
administrators, fostered in some ways by library educators, which portrays



the rare bookman's contribution to special collections as an isolated,
separate division or library within a system, rather than fulfilling such a
specialist's potential as a preservation and collection development officer
for the whole library or system. It is difficult to understand how pro-book
emphases can be seen as inimical to institutional interests, yet this seems to
be the case in the interplay between curators and library administrators. In
debates about how subject area specialists can be utilized, there seems to be
fear that the specialist who knows rare books in his or her field may be
overspecialized. Subject area specialists work as liaison officers between
academic departments and libraries, as interpreters of user needs, and in
collection development, SDI (selective dissemination of information),
research and reference services, etc. However, library literature has not
explored their role in the formation of special collections or the rare book
librarian's role as a specialist for other than rare books as such." When
librarians accuse such specialists of ignorance about libraries, a common
retort is that librarians know too little about books. George MacManus
complained: "It is a source of constant amazement to me how little librar-
ians know about the purchase of out-of-print and rare books....I made it a
point to do a little investigating. To my surprise, I found that some
librarians do not know too much about buying new books."' 2 From the
educator's viewpoint, such arguments present a perplexing problem,
namely, how to include specialized training in rare books and the anti-
quarian market in library education curricula while ensuring that such
specialists are trained within the context of librarianship rather than only
their subject area disciplines.

Ray's report indicates that in the opinion of leading authorities in the field
of rare books and special collections, library schools are not achieving a
proper blend of general and specialist education, and that trends toward
automation are seen as detrimental to this field. They argue convincingly
that the care of rare and special collections should not be entrusted to the
so-called new librarianship, for which primary sources, historical perspec-
tive, and scholarly bibliography are concerns of decreasing importance.
Litanies invoking the names of scholar-librarians famous for the research
collections they built despite their lack of formal library education are
recited to demonstrate that such bookmen stand in sharp contrast to the
products of today's library schools.'3 Critics, some caustic and others
benign, mount censorious attacks on a profession which pays lip service to
books and bibliography, but whose members nevertheless seem increas-
ingly less familiar with bibliographic scholarship other than list compila-
tion and file structure; are unacquainted with publishing and the book
trade; and are inept in conveying bibliographic instruction or research
methodology beyond the rudiments of data referral and ready reference



from tertiary sources. As library school graduates appear only semiliterate
in terms of the book as a physical, aesthetic object, such critics wonder
what has happened to the role of bookmanship in library education. They
underscore a larger problem: what is happening to the historical or huma-
nistic component in library school curricula?

Before these two questions can be addressed specifically, a preliminary
observation is in order. While an apologia for modern library education
cannot be attempted here, the previous incrimination of library education
and the profession has a counterpart, which is equally disparaging of the
bookman, bibliographer, and historical or literary scholar, accusing him
or her of nalvete, elitism, or unfamiliarity with the "real" world of libraries
and more pressing information needs than can be found in rare books.' 4 It
is now generally accepted that today's librarians must achieve flexibility
and ability to cope with the whole information process. Instead of tradi-
tional overemphasis on the book, curricula should reflect the "generic
book" and expose students to data processing and information transfer,
multimedia packaging and dissemination, administration and manage-
ment, and the socioeconomic and political concerns of libraries. It is not
clear why such educational objectives are seen in juxtaposition with bibli-
ographical studies, except that until recently, with the impact of computer
application in the humanities, such skills were not well developed in
traditional, subject area historical or literary education.

Although seldom published, opinions of library school faculty sometimes
go to the extreme as so-called information specialists adroitly justify
moving library education away from book-centered cores to processes and
operations studies. When presented in the extreme, the bibliographer is the
proverbial ivory-tower academician, the bibliophile a bibliomaniac, and
the bookman a useful jobber whose expertise in rarities is irrelevant to
daily information needs. Librarians now serve clienteles of such growing
numbers and varied demands that bibliophiles, bibliographers, historians,
and literary scholars are being reduced to a minority which still commands
a disproportionate share of library resources, so that advocates of informa-
tion science have no difficulty in challenging the premises assumed by
those who assail the modern profession because it seems insensitive to rare
books and special collections. Thus, the situation is more complicated
than simply that librarians are no longer bibliographers; nor are most
librarians information science specialists. In truth, they fall into an unde-
fined position between traditional information dissemination via the
codex form, and new communications which transfer text without use of
the printed book. Rare book librarianship may be more akin to museology
than to the future information center. Or, in other words, cultural and



information centers may not be synonymous, and rare books are being
relegated to the former and excluded from the latter organizations. 15

Rare book librarianship, of course, could undoubtedly benefit from better
training in information science and administration, and several current
projects in bibliography rely on computer assistance just as textual and
documentary editing relies increasingly on nonnumeric data- or word-
processing computers. Bibliographic studies and information science are
not incompatible once they become acquainted. Yet the critical question in
library education is to what extent must the latter replace rather than
expand upon a basic humanistic foundation and a core bibliographic
education? This issue calls attention to both the dilemmas facing library
school curricula which remain committed to the one-year program, and
the problem of whether or not librarianship, when pulled toward informa-
tion science, should retain custody of primary source material. Is there
time, funding and sufficient interest to nurture the field of rare books and
special collections in modern library education?

There is no consensus on how to compensate for losses which occur when
library curricula expand to explore new areas, or on how to accommodate
specialization in educational programs currently devoted to the generalist
principle. The lack of resolution about the structural design of curricula
has now shifted from debates about prescribed programs to the larger issue
of the extent of coursework necessary for the master's degree, evidenced by
the debates between advocates of the one- and two-year MLS program, the
variety of admission prerequisites being imposed, and the myriad of evolv-
ing undergraduate and graduate programs, ranging from one to several
years, with options for sixth-year specialization and advanced-study certif-
icates. Degree requirements vary considerably from school to school, from
thesis programs to those which have abolished the thesis in favor of
projects or added coursework, and from those having comprehensive
examinations or "exit interviews" to others which rather arbitrarily call a
conglomerate of credit-hours a master's degree as long as a minimum
grade-point average is maintained. The MLS, so advocates of specializa-
tion argue, now ensures no particular mastery on the part of today's
graduates, but only an introduction to the profession16 If attack is a proper
defense, it can be argued convincingly by library educators that bookmen
and administrators surveyed by Ray are wrong in stereotyping the products
of today's library schools because they all possess MLS degrees. It is more
important to examine individual degree programs and the actual expertise
acquired; in short, do not judge the book merely by its cover.

Criticism by those concerned about the future of rare book librarianship



cannot be aimed solely at the library profession. Special collections depart-
ments traditionally hire subject area specialists, and increasingly, the
terminal degree (the doctorate) or at least a subject area master's in addition
to the MLS is needed to compete in today's difficult employment market."7

The mere proliferation of degrees, however, may not result in the compet-
ency or blend of skills and expertise sought by either rare bookmen or
library administrators. The latter have complained, in fact, that subject
area doctoral programs often prepare condidates for such specialization no
better than does library education. Some bookmen seriously question
whether such a vocation can be learned in formal education, no matter
what the nature of the program. According to Ray, "If the trend toward
scholars as rare-book librarians continues, a decline in the activity of
rare-book libraries may be expected."' 8 Supporters of this position rail
against the "gentleman librarian" tradition as much as against the advent
of the information manager as library administrator; they see the collec-
tor's instinct as fundamentally important. They believe it is as much an
issue of personality and disposition as education, i.e., that bookmanship
cannot be taught, but "must be lived."' 9 The apprenticeship approach to
which they subscribe has its own set of problems due to a basic incompati-
bility with professionalization and the usual arguments over practical
training and theoretical education. Bookmen may train dealers, subject
area departments in graduate schools may educate bibliographers and
historians, but only graduate library schools dare try to produce the hybrid
called the "rare book librarian." Consequently, the bulk of criticism from
all angles, bookmen and dealers, bibliographers and historians, and pri-
vate collectors and institutional administrators, is aimed at library educa-
tors and their attempts in the rare book field.

A similar problem, more easily observable in professional literature,
involves archival education in library schools. It is an interesting parallel
phenomenon, because archivists whose interest centers upon historical
and literary manuscripts rather than official records are usually close allies
of rare book librarians, and their educational needs are similar. Archivists,
however, are concerned, with ample cause, about non-archivists training
future archivists; they too have attacked the insistence by library adminis-
trators on the MLS degree for archival positions in libraries, when only
one-third of today's library schools have any capacity to educate archivists
per se.20

In either case, a student's MLS program may be totally deficient or irrele-
vant. Both archivists and special collections curators find themselves in
programs which increasingly force them into studies associated with the
new librarianship and information science, where they are minorities; and



with typical minority feelings resulting from discrimination, real or
apparent, they resent the fact that the majority of today's library school
graduates are not even remotely conversant with rare books and manus-
cripts or repositories which care for primary resources. Some of the most
severe criticism of library schools comes from their own graduates.

Most of the incriminations are based on personal convictions and expe-
riences, and they do little to explain the problem in library education or to
suggest solutions. Let the polemics end and a dialogue begin in order to
restore relations among all concerned. If too many feel that rare books and
special collections lie outside the mainstream of librarianship, the place to
alter the polarization of this specialty and library science in general is in
our library schools. To create a better understanding of the role of rare
books and special collections in modern librarianship, the focus of educa-
tion should be balanced between training the specialist to work in his/her
specialty and serving libraries and their long-range commitment. Rare
book librarianship (perhaps the rubric "curatorship" is more comprehen-
sive in embracing archival concerns) has lacked consensus on main issues,
objectives and types of training desirable in any educational program;
good teaching materials are lacking; and as traditionally taught, the field
when dominated by a "collecting mentality" fails to stress the theoretical
concerns of bibliography, to integrate bookmanship into collection man-
agement, and to engender a sense of mission, purpose or professional
goals.21 The snobbery, or in the opposite vein, hobbycraft, associated with
rare book librarianship by those outside its purview has been damaging
indeed at a time when libraries cannot afford to flaunt elitism. 22 Private
collecting is not the same as institutional collection development. Rare
book librarianship is not a practice which looks only backward, because its
central concern is the future care of the past. Nor is it elitist except in the
public interest. Almost paradoxically, it is conservative because it is pro-
gressive in its desire to safeguard for future generations the heritage of
books and printing when technological innovation is marking the twen-
tieth century as the end of an era. Rare book librarianship in this view is the
training of custodians for the ongoing and future care and historic preser-
vation of today's bookstock and libraries to prevent catastrophic loss by a
rational transition to new forms of communications and information
transfer. It is above all humanitarian, resourceful, and therefore central to
librarianship and critical to the future of bibliographic and historical
studies in the arts and humanities.

If librarians realize that the books and materials now in their care will
eventually pass to the custody of rare book curators and special collections
(assuming that massive destruction is avoided), then the chances for
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upgrading education in this field may improve. Now, however, rare book
librarianship is generally perceived as a demanding and hence costly
specialization with limited career opportunities and mobility, and little
direct consequence for librarianship in general. Nobody is optimistic
about the growth of employment opportunities for librarians in rare books
per se or in the few national shrines of the book, but opportunities are
easier to identify in the broader context of special collections. It is difficult
to characterize the present job situation, since there is no placement service
for rare books and special collections, nor any manpower studies for so
small a group. There is not even a single cohesive professional association
for rare book librarians.

THE INVESTIGATION

Statistics of known placements of library school graduates based on returns
from schools reporting to surveys in the Bowker Annual are not totally
reliable indicators for specialty fields. Methods of reporting have varied
over the years, job categories have changed, and school placement offices
overall know about the job-hunting success of less than half of their
graduates. Nevertheless, comparison of the special placement data from
1965/66 to 1977/78 does reveal some significant general trends. Placements
in special collections amount to an average 6% of all known special
placements (government services and all "special" types of libraries), as
documented in Appendix A. Figure 1 depicts the relationship between
placements in "special collections" (manuscripts and archives, historical
agencies, art and museum libraries, bookstores and the book trade, geneal-
ogy, and rare book libraries) and all "special library" placements. It shows
that more library school graduates than ever before (an average of 75 each
year) now secure employment in the special collections field. Moreover,
opportunities in areas related to rare books seem to be increasing as more
openings occur in special libraries of all kinds, and special placements are
an increasingly large portion of each year's total known placements. This
is interesting because past polls indicate a continuing decline, from 1972
onward, of placements into academic and research libraries-a gloomy
forecast for would-be rare book librarians. Yet most placement officers
polled in 1975 by Learmont and Darling predicted improved opportunities
in academic settings as opposed to anticipated leveling in school and
public librarianship. More recent placement statistics seem to support the
latter view and point to a small but fairly stable or even modestly expand-
ing job market in rare books and special collections. 23
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FIGURE 1. RELATIONSHIP OF PLACEMENTS IN "SPECIAL
COLLECTIONS" TO KNOWN "SPECIAL PLACEMENTS"
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Despite evidence generated by library schools themselves that the field of
rare books and special collections is not in a state of declining job oppor-
tunities, as commonly asserted, most schools are wary about developing
any true specializations in rare books within their curricula. Most schools
provide only general backgrounds in historical bibliography (the history
of books and printing), library history, and perhaps something about rare
book librarianship by way of appreciation, but they make no pretense of
training curators or bibliographical specialists of any sort. Genuine educa-
tional opportunities for specialization may therefore not be plentiful in
either library schools or traditional historical and literary education. In
any case, current trends in library education deserve closer examination
than merely a listing of available courses, and the problems of quality
education for rare book librarians must be placed within the context of
what is happening to historical coursework in general in today's library
schools.

The 1971 survey of Bowden identified those library schools offering train-
ing in rare books and special collections librarianship, or at least courses in
historical bibliography, but did not provide enough detail to evaluate
curricular design, program integrity, or current trends. Bowden's findings
showed that 42 responding schools (of 53 surveyed) featured varied pro-
grams from single- to multi-course offerings related to rare books and
historical resources. 24 Of these, 37 schools taught historical bibliography
in one form or another, but few claimed to train rare book librarians. Seven
offered advanced bibliography courses (entitled anaytical, critical, descrip-
tive or rare book bibliography), and another seven regularly offered "rare
books" courses as such. Four others had similar, irregular offerings and
several had distinguished scholars and bookmen as faculty, but instruction
was provided mostly by adjunct appointees. Few full-time tenure-track
faculty taught courses other than surveys in book history. 25

Most of the schools had rather contrived programs, that is, they indicated a
willingness to mold whatever potentialities were available into an individ-
ualized program to meet a student's interests. Only three library schools
had prepackaged programs for students interested in rare books or biblio-
graphy: Columbia University, the University of North Carolina, and the
University of Western Ontario. Other schools, like the universities of
California-Berkeley and Chicago, presented better opportunities for such
specialization than their faculties would admit. Plans were announced for
curricular reform at the University of British Columbia and Universit6 de
Montreal which would make additional courses available and thereby
improve their capabilities in this area. The only fully articulated specialist
program described by Bowden was that of UCLA, a certification and
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advanced studies curriculum in "Rare Books and Manuscripts." The study
revealed an uneven curricular development in library schools regarding
historical sources and a variety of opportunities, but it also showed that
some attention was given to this area by most schools, and that students
could carve out relevant specialties in several schools.

In 1976-77, when the University of Maryland College of Library and
Information Services (CLIS) was considering its advanced studies curricu-
lum for archives and records management, rare books and historical
manuscripts, scholarly editing and publishing, and reference and research
services, a further study was undertaken. This included examination of all
accredited library schools' published graduate catalogs and brochures, and
their available self-study reports prepared after 1973 for visiting ALA
accreditation teams. The initial inquiry about course offerings, stated
program objectives, faculty strengths, and support resources was expanded
to include a more detailed analysis of staffing, enrollment trends, possibili-
ties for individualized programs, and plans for future development. This
ongoing research made use of the current Directory of the Association of
American Library Schools, multiple in-house publications, course syllabi
and descriptions, reserve reading lists, and private correspondence, as well
as visits to a dozen schools. Finally, this was followed by a complicated,
extensive questionnaire survey which attempted to sample a variety of data
and opinions, and to update the information gleaned from documentary
sources. The results of this effort not only influenced efforts at Maryland,
but revealed trends and characteristics of library education which are of
general interest to library educators, but especially to those concerned
about modern educational opportunities which do not exclude the past in
preparing for the future. Moreover, although the initial data were gathered
through 1976-77, conclusions based on this information remain relevant
because in that academic year library schools reached their apogee in staff
development, enrollments and curricular expansion. The recession has
curtailed this growth, limiting possibilities for library schools to improve
radically such low-demand specialties as rare book librarianship. The
1976-77 situation may have deteriorated instead.

Of the 64 ALA-accredited schools, 45 (70%) responded to the survey. Six
returns were too sketchy for use, or were answered by letter, so that the exact
information wanted was not provided. Whenever possible, deficient
returns were completed from information gathered from the school's most
recent publications (mainly post-1975 catalogs). Most of the data provided
by this questionnaire are included in condensed tabular form as appendi-
ces indicating documentation; the size of the average graduating classes,
the size of the faculties and the ratio of full-time to part-time and visiting
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appointments; the kinds of degree and certificate programs offered; and the
courses regularly offered by each school which fall into the following
categories: (1) historical foundations or basic introductory coursework; (2)
specialization courses which build upon the former and are devoted to rare
books, manuscripts and special collections, including archives and mod-
ern records; and (3) support electives which would allow students to
expand a core of foundation and specialization courses stressing historical
materials. The choice of these courses was somewhat arbitrary, but
excluded were commonplace offerings designed for a specific clientele
(children, young adult, adult, aged and disadvantaged, etc.) or for a type of
library (public, academic and research, school, or "special," e.g., govern-
ment, business, science/technology-oriented, etc.); basic components of
most curricula, such as cataloging, reference, subject area reference (e.g.,
arts and humanities, social sciences, sciences); and introductions to auto-
mation and administration. 26 Such courses can be highly valuable for rare
book librarianship, but were omitted in this study as they are now univer-
sal ingredients of ALA-accredited programs.

The objective was to identify schools with offerings beyond the norm
which pertained to historical materials, primary sources, and collection
development. Thus, the survey's focus was on a curriculum's historical
foundations: courses such as "History of Books and Printing," or a similar
variant ("Books and Publishing," for example), the "History of Libraries
and Librarianship," or any courses combining the subjects of books and
libraries were sought. Specialization courses listed in Appendix B were
limited to "Rare Books," "Special Collections," "Archives," and "Modern
Manuscripts.""2 7 Support electives stressed: (1) advanced courses going
beyond historical bibliography, such as codicology (the manuscript book),
and descriptive, analytical or critical bibliography (the printed book); (2).
introductions to publishing and the book trade, or book design, as distinct
from general coursework on selection, evaluation and acquisitions; (3)
coursework expanding the institutional framework of archives and library
history, such as studies in comparative or international librarianship; and
(4) specialized technical services germane to special collections, such as
conservation and preservation, reprography or micrographics, and the
handling of nonbook, media and "special" materials (e.g., prints, artwork,
realia and memorabilia, slides, kits, tapes, films, music, etc.), particularly
if such coursework included materials commonly found in special
collections.

Other courses in subjects such as museology, local records, and editing
were sought but not found in library school curricula. Irregular offerings
pertaining to this investigation included courses in art librarianship,
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printing, library education, public relations, grantsmanship, book illus-
tration, book collecting, genealogy, oral history and similar topics which
were treated either sporadically or in dedicated courses. There was little to
indicate that curricula were expanding through the development of
courses focusing specifically on historical materials. Instead, library
schools tend to treat the above subjects as interesting but peripheral con-
cerns.2 8 Unless a course was offered with regular frequency (i.e., once every
two years for two-year degree programs, or annually for one-year pro-
grams), it was not considered a stable component of the curriculum.
Highly irregular courses, i.e., one-time summer offerings, guest seminars,
etc., were therefore not included in this study.

Twenty courses were surveyed and each was assigned a generally approp-
riate title; respondents were asked to supply the specific title of the course at
their school especially when a variant indicated a major difference in scope
or orientation. In all cases, six kinds of information were solicited: (1)
variance in titles; (2) course status (required or elective); (3) course fre-
quency (irregular, one to three times annually, or continuous); (4) average
class size; (5) enrollment or interest trends (decreasing, stable or increas-
ing); and (6) predominant format or teaching method characterizing the
course (research seminar, reading colloquium, lecture survey, or a
combination).

The information provided from this survey proved significant, not only
because curricular development in 1976-77 seems to have reached a pla-
teau, but also because two other independently conducted surveys inter-
ested in similar information make possible comparison of data for the
same academic year. One, by Antje Lemke of Syracuse University's School
of Information Science, reported in 1977 to the American Association of
Library Schools about "alternative specialties" in library education.29 She
maintained then that 22 schools offered specialization in rare book librar-
ianship. The other, by Paul A. Winckler as chairman of the American
Printing History Association's education committee, was based on a 1976
survey of the 157 instructors he identified in the AALS Directory who
taught history of books and printing courses. 30 Although the APHA study
had only a 31% return rate (50 questionnaires), it provided useful informa-
tion because of its detail. It investigated courses related to rare books which
were available to library school students but outside the school's program
per se; museums and rare book repositories used for field studies, intern-
ships, and demonstrations; visiting lecturers; types of instructional mate-
rials and media used; major textbooks; forms of examination; and a
sampling of responses from student evaluations of coursework and from
the faculty teaching in the field. This survey, however, does not attempt to
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place historical bibliography in the whole of library education. Neverthe-
less, despite major differences in purpose and design, these surveys comple-
ment each other. There are discrepancies in the data, noteworthy because
all three describe the status quo in 1976-77, yet a comparison of the
conclusions of all three studies reveals a general consensus. Thus, the
following description, based primarily on the Maryland study, can be
corroborated.

As Appendix B indicates, 13 schools now offer a "History of Books and
Libraries" course, and some of these extend this general survey with more
advanced work on the same subjects; 47 schools have less general courses
on the "History of Books and Printing," and 27 teach the "History of
Libraries." The scope and design of these courses vary considerably (see
Appendix C).

Current enrollment figures show that library schools still have more
students taking historical bibliography than library history; however, the
main focus of the historical core in library education has traditionally been
library history rather than historical bibliography, in order to provide an
institutional component in the professionalization of library school stu-
dents. Leading spokesmen like Jesse H. Shera, Louis Shores, and others see
a traditional nexus between history and librarianship as especially ger-
mane to the formation of an underlying philosophy or theory of librarian-
ship.3 1 Consequently, one might be surprised to find more students
studying books and printing than libraries from the historical perspective.
Although enrollments have now stabilized, the percentage of students
taking historical coursework has been declining steadily since a brief
recovery in the late 1960s coincident with the dramatic growth in overall
enrollments. Historical courses are now totally elective, although 38% of
today's accredited schools once (mainly before 1968) required at least one
historical foundations course. Now, assuming that no student elects more
than one historical course (which is not the actual case), only 24% of library
school graduates are exposed to the rudiments of historical bibliography
and/or the institutional history of their profession.

It seems that eloquent defenses of exposure to library history in library
school are no longer effective. Historical foundations are attacked, espe-
cially from the viewpoint that such coursework must be relevant, meaning
applied in a social science persuasion, although "relevancy" is seldom well
defined.32 The dismantling of the historical foundations requirement in
library curricula in the late 1960s, and the current lack of regard for
historical studies, have had grave consequences for enrollments in history
courses in library schools. The following graphs and related data in
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Appendix D illustrate the trends since 1965-66, comparing enrollments in
historical coursework with the total numbers of graduates from accredited
library schools. 33

Only 18 schools have regular offerings in "Rare Books" or "Special Collec-
tions" librarianship. Here again, the statistics are somewhat surprising,
because library schools now make available more courses on archives and
manuscripts (37 in all) than on rare books. Moreover, archival courses have
larger enrollments. Consequently, about 592 students per year (9% of
library school graduates) are introduced to archival operations, while only
216 (3%) have any familiarity with rare book collections. Possibly because
more schools offer courses in advanced bibliography (as distinct from
subject area reference) than curatorship (22 compared to 18), more students
(264/year) enroll in the former rather than in rare books per se. However,
the combined enrollment of these courses still represents a minor fraction
(7%) of the total student body. In most cases the same students enroll for
both courses, so that only about 3% of today's graduates could have even
two-course minors in rare books. According to faculty perspective, the
average enrollments in both rare book curatorship and advanced biblio-
graphy are decreasing further still. Enrollment data and faculty observa-
tion, therefore, contradict previously stated conclusions based on
placement data. Either more students are entering rare book librarianship
with less preparation, or more students are specializing and thereby find-
ing jobs, but are also taking most of the courses in historical and advanced
bibliography as well as curatorship. That means both that it is optimistic
to assume that even 3% of all graduates enroll in such courses, and that
more courses are catering to fewer students. If this is the case, then rare
book librarianship as a specialization is becoming increasingly costly for
library schools, as these courses either exclude or fail to attract the general
student.

Data on student interest in other support electives are equally enlightening
because enrollment in this category is slightly increasing, especially in
technical services. In 1976 conservation was not widely taught in library
schools; only six institutions had regular offerings. By 1978, 17 schools had
some kind of offering in conservation. 34 Many of these are sporadic or have
not yet matured into approved graduate courses, still hidden under special
topics rubrics, directed studies, or summer workshops. Workshop or labor-
atory facilities are lacking in most cases, and without bench training, few
internship possibilities exist. No school yet claims to be able to educate a
library or archival conservator, and the field, while emerging, is still in a
basic awareness stage. The growing status of this field, however, is impres-
sive. Moreover, the 1976 enrollment figures reveal that enrollment in
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conservation courses is considerably greater than in rare book studies (an
average of 19 compared to 12, per class). Reprography, like conservation,
draws reasonably well where it is offered (9 schools, averaging 19/course),
and both are increasing in popularity. Like education in nonbook or
special materials, these courses attract students outside the archival and
historical collections specialties, from the growing area of "special librar-
ies." Although both these technical courses are highly germane to archives
and special collections librarianship, there is no direct correlation in terms
of course offerings; the availability of courses in rare books or historical
bibliography does not automatically mean that conservation and repro-
graphy are taught in the same program. Curricular planning and develop-
ment is not yet that coherent, and this situation is reflected in the cautious
stance of most schools in qualifying whether they offer a true specializa-
tion in rare books. In addition to nonbook materials courses (offered
regularly by 24 schools with average enrollments of 20/course), which may
not always support a rare books specialization if they cater to school
librarianship interests, other increasingly important courses offering pos-
sible support for rare book librarianship include "Publishing and Book
Trade" and "Comparative or International Librarianship" (each is offered
by 29 schools); the former has higher average enrollments (21/course
compared to 14/course; total annual enrollents average 609 and 406,
respectively). 35 This is in keeping with the contrast between book and
library studies in the historical component; librarianship and libraries,
whether studied historically or comparatively, are topics which do not
attract as many students as do historical bibliography, printing and pub-
lishing studies.

In addition to the generalizations already presented, there are several
interesting trends to note in comparing enrollment over several years.
They help to explain why library schools train few rare book librarians of
excellence, and illustrate further that bibliographic studies are a minor
part of library education today. First, the historical foundations courses
identified in this study, which suffered severe enrollment drops when they
were removed from degree requirements, underwent a slow erosion despite
the increase in the number of library schools and the total number of
students in library education through 1976-77. Consequently, the histori-
cal component in most curricula has become a smaller part of the whole
program; each year that enrollments increased in library schools, the
fraction of graduates exposed to books and libraries beyond their imme-
diate chronological and geographical experience has grown smaller. His-
torical courses may have held their enrollments with only small declines
after 1976, but the disparity between history and total enrollments has
thereby become greater. This presumably has resulted in a loss of resources,
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prestige and political influence of the historical component in any faculty
or program. The impact of the recession and the decline in overall enroll-
ments in library schools since 1976 can be expected to further the deterio-
ration of the relative position of historical studies in librarianship, because
while enrollments in these courses failed to expand with total enrollments
before 1976, they have contracted since then with the dramatic decline in
total library school enrollments.

A comparison of average class sizes in accredited schools reveals that
historical foundations courses, retaining their character as general surveys,
average 20/course. Specialization courses like rare books and archives
average 14/course, and the 6 support elective courses surveyed averaged
17.5/course. Bibliography classes are now among the smallest in library
schools. Moreover, subject area reference courses in the arts and humani-
ties now draw smaller enrollments than those in the social sciences, and
growth in the latter has allowed for greater specialization, with separate
courses- for legal and business librarianship and government documents.
Religious or theological librarianship has crystallized into a separate
course when special interest groups are present, as in church-supported
institutions; otherwise there are only general "arts and humanities" litera-
ture and research courses offered. The greatest specialization has been the
combination of art librarianship with museology, or the separation of
music and performing arts from fine and applied arts. Specialization
within the humanities is nonexistent. None of these growth areas seem to
support rare books and bibliography, except perhaps "Government Docu-
ments" or "Government Information Systems," which is the most popular
course surveyed. This subject tends to support archives more than rare
books, but because the former relates to "special libraries" it has some
things in common with special collections. It attracts over 1200 students
annually, or 16% of the total enrollment, and all respondents to the CLIS
survey agreed that interest in government information, both for general
background and as a specialty, is increasing.

Of the courses surveyed, the second most popular was "History of Books
and Printing." However, its annual enrollment averages less than three-
fourths that of "Government Documents." In general, all courses special-
izing in rare books and special collections, or those electives which are
humanistic in content rather than technical, are declining in enrollments.
Comparison of course enrollments, rather than the number of courses
offered, reveals the problem confronting the humanities in modern library
education. When the context is considered, it is not surprising that the rare
books field is in jeopardy. The situation does not warrant the strained
optimism reflected in the conclusion of the APHA report:
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This survey did not reveal any unusual or unexpected results. Much of
the data revealed what many library educators already knew (i.e., that the
humanities were in decline within library education), but this response
may help to reinforce these observations (in appendix) and provide some
factual data. The concern of teachers in the area of books and printing
were evident and especially as it relates to a job-oriented student body.
However, the survey also revealed a positive and hopeful attitude that
courses in the history of books and printing are worthwhile, enjoyable,
and informative, and definitely worth continuing as part of the huma-
nistic and cultural aspects of library education.36

Accompanying this acknowledged declining status of rare books and
related coursework is the problem of focus and integrity of those courses
being offered. The field may not be phased out of library education, but if it
survives as an esoteric, minor concern, the mediocre level of its instruction,
resources and curricular support may be more harmful than good. This is
precisely the issue raised by those who assail the MLS requirement for
fields not supported well in library education. Both "History of Books"
and "History of Libraries" courses are being pulled in two directions
simultaneously because of their dual roles in many curricula. Although no
longer required, they are still perceived as service-oriented courses which
provide general intellectual foundations for the profession and a compre-
hensive view not achieved in other presentations. Consequently, though
they are free from the requirement status, they sometimes remain shackled
to the introductory level in order to attract a minimum number of students.
Enrollment figures show little potential for instructors to elevate these
courses to a higher level (which, if such a move resulted in further decline
in enrollments, might jeopardize the course's continuation). Because of
pressure to appeal to a nonspecializing clientele and of the deliberate
design of some courses as general electives, these courses are less valuable
for a specialization in rare books and special collections than they should
be. Few "History of Books and Printing" courses have emerged as genuine
research seminars or even reading colloquia, as graduate work in history,
art history or literature, with which this area is commonly compared
(rather than other professional programs like education, journalism, etc.).
Basic historical courses in library schools can be trapped in an academic
limbo as undergraduate surveys with graduate credit. Such courses too
often do not meet the standards of graduate study offered at the same level
by other academic departments. Nor do they seem to satisfy the require-
ments of the employment opportunities in rare books and special collec-
tions, if the criticism of bookmen, dealers and administrators is to be taken
seriously.

A majority of respondents to the CLIS survey (50%) claimed that course-
work in library history was taught as a combined seminar/collo-
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quium/survey; only 10% described them as reading and discussion
colloquia; but 30% regarded their institutional courses strictly as surveys
taught through lectures. Likewise, 60% of all respondents see historical
bibliography coursework as combining all methods; 27% of the faculty
lecture predominantly, while the remaining 13% were divided between
colloquia and seminar strategies. Most graduate curricula in academic
disciplines rank courses by format and teaching method as well as by
objectives tailored to specific clienteles, in ascending order of difficulty and
prestige from lectures to readings and colloquia and finally to research
seminars (where students are expected to engage primary materials and
pursue self-directed study under the tutelage of a master scholar). However,
historical courses in library schools seldom mature to these levels.37 In-
depth education is sacrificed for breadth in most MLS programs. Without
the necessary enrollment base to layer offerings in the same field, or time to
sequence courses in ascending order of difficulty and mastery, the goals
and orientation of historical foundations courses in library schools remain
in the survey format. Faculty may try to accommodate advanced and
specialized interests by embedding minitutorial projects into the lecture
courses. Nevertheless, the failure of the seminar model to take deep root in
library education partially explains the low level of historical research and
scholarly productivity in librarianship's attempt to generate its own his-
tory and philosophy. It also indicates a major difference regarding special-
ization in bibliography and historical materials between library curricula
and subject area disciplines, and suggests why faculty in the latter often do
not respect the academic integrity of library school offerings.

There are serious implications in the foregoing generalizations beyond
specific rare book concerns. There often cannot be much specialization in
the normal MLS program, and if research methodology and familiarity
with original materials are undeveloped at the master's level, they must be
reserved for doctoral studies. This division in emphasis increasingly ste-
reotypes the MLS as a practitioner's degree and the Ph.D. as a research
degree (as if applied research were impossible); and, of course, the DLS is
seen largely as an administrative degree with some pretense to applied
research. 38 The implications are that qualified rare book librarians nor-
mally will not be produced in one-year MLS programs, and that the few
who do matriculate to doctoral studies may have to undertake remedial
research and methodological work as part of their studies. It is not acci-
dental that the importance of historical research in library school disserta-
tions is steadily declining. This is not just a matter of changing interests;
rather, historical research methodology, with related language skills and
ability in textual criticism, is being undermined by simpler research strate-
gies, such as letter surveys, borrowed from the social sciences. Moreover,
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there is a noticeable trend toward reporting which does not require such
sophisticated stylistic or composition skills, and quantification is some-
times more faddish than necessary. Finally, there is evidence that disserta-
tions on historical subjects take considerably longer to complete than
nonhistorical analysis or methods embracing fewer humanistic objectives
(which tend to complicate matters), and the employment of statistical
measurements often lacks analysis free of jargon.39 Consequently, the
problem of the declining emphasis on humanities in library education is
all-pervasive, especially when one confronts the subjective issue of quality
related to quantity. The sheer number of courses offered in book and
library history is a poor indicator of what is really happening to the field
within librarianship.

A random sampling of reading lists, syllabi and course descriptions sup-
plementing terse catalog entries, coupled with Winckler's finding that the
dated textbook of Douglas McMurtrie is still the most frequently used text
in historical bibliography courses, reveals little to suggest that historical
courses in library education are being upgraded. There are some notable
exceptions, and a few schools are attempting to resolve the problems just
described by considering longer programs, which would make possible
courses more advanced than the customarily introductory "History of
Books and Libraries." Some courses have been kept at the survey level, but
have expanded into two- and three-term sequences. Other schools have
narrowed the scope of single-term courses to make them less discursive, i.e.,
"Library History" has been limited to the "History of American Librar-
ies." Invariably, when the scope is contracted for the "History of Books and
Printing," "present-ism," however fallacious historiographically, dictates
content. The resultant revision is usually at the expense of the manuscript
period and a truly historical examination of twentieth-century develop-
ments. Although recent book history can be included in "Publishing and
Book Trade" courses, such coverage in current coursework is not very
historical or documentary. Several schools have experimented with varia-
tions in packaging such courses, and irregular offerings include the "His-
tory of Publishing" apart from printing, the "History of Magazines" as
distinct from books, and a proliferation of smaller period courses, such as
"Manuscript Books" from the medieval period to ca. 1550, the "Hand-
press Book" to ca. 1800, and the "Machine-press Book" or "Modern Book"
from 1800 until the present. Of course, the last category now needs further
revision; with the 1980s, a new rubric for the modern, nontypographic
book needs introduction in order to accommodate recent technological
changes in the industry, such as massive conversions to photocomposition
and computerized printing, holography, laser applications, and more. In
any case, the technology of book production, dissemination and consump-
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tion, as well as the socioeconomic context of a book's lifespan, tend to be
ignored in survey courses which have no time to enter subspecialties
within the larger topics. Offerings vary in terms of focus, content, histori-
cal perspective and sophistication to such an extent that any generalization
about them is difficult to defend.

Likewise, any qualitative evaluation of current coursework is so subjective
that generalization seems unwise. Historical courses with philosophic
overtones, often forced to balance generalist and specialist concerns, are
especially difficult to characterize. It is possible to offer the following
observations, however. Too many of the courses surveyed overuse text-
books and fail to introduce students to the best literature available; several
texts in use and standard lecture themes contain undigested pabulum unfit
for intellectual consumption. Reading lists tend to be conservative, relying
on a limited corpus of so-called authorities, with little selection from
cognate subject areas, so that the history of the book is not placed ade-
quately within the context of history in general. Also, because of enroll-
ment problems and decreasing language and composition preparation
among graduate students, faculty often bypass the best literature if it is
accessible only in French or German, and students do not develop the skills
necessary for them to contribute to the literature at a later age. The
Anglo-American tradition is overstressed, without adequate long-range
vision or historical comparison, and many of the dicta in both historical
bibliography and library history have become cliches which need critical
reexamination. Finally, the majority of students who elect only one or both
of the foundation courses may still lack appreciable contact with primary
sources. Reading assignments consist largely of anthologies, and there is
an overreliance on brief demonstrations, field trips, tours and "show-and-
tell" presentations, all valuable in their own way, but no substitute for
disciplined investigation using primary documentation. Many faculty
make excellent use of area facilities, as the APHA study shows, but excur-
sions to off-campus sites must be well integrated to be pedagogically
sound. Faculty also use a great variety of audiovisual aids in their teaching;
slide collections and facsimile editions are useful, especially when supple-
mented by exposure to the items themselves. Selection of commercial
resources in historical bibliography and the history of archives and librar-
ies is limited, however, and there are few films which compare, for exam-
ple, with the deservedly popular but technically poor The Making of the
Renaissance Book. Time constraints on faculty and the lack of instruc-
tional resources, either aids or funding to produce or rent them, prohibit
great improvement in this area. Such innovations as the FID-sponsored
international reserve collection of course syllabi, descriptions, and instruc-
tional materials may at least help with the exchange of ideas among
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faculty. Nevertheless, time constraints, work load considerations, predom-
inant catering to generalist rather than specialist interests, and the overall
declining status of the humanities in librarianship plague courses that are
most germane to rare book librarians and other curators. Too many
courses, upon close inspection, do not aim at true scholarship, but only at
basic awareness. 41

If such courses, because of the aforementioned problems, are not as valua-
ble as they should be for those few specializing in rare books and biblio-
graphy in our library schools, can one be optimistic about future
improvements in this area? Such a question can be answered only by
looking at faculty and staffing characteristics and determining whether
current restrictions can be removed. Two approaches were used to obtain
information about faculty and curricular design (beyond the examination
of separate courses). First, as with the APHA study, the AALS directories
were reviewed to discover current faculty interests relating to the subjects
with which this study was concerned (see Appendix E). Second, directory
listings were compared with catalog descriptions and the most recent data
produced by the CLIS questionnaire, which devoted four of its ten catego-
ries to faculty characteristics. Respondents were asked to provide for each
of the 20 courses surveyed: (1) the name and status of the instructor
(part-time, full-time, or visiting); (2) faculty rank (lecturer or instructor;
assistant, associate or full professor; or adjunct appointment with or
without specific rank); (3) the instructor's highest degree or combination
of degrees (MA, MLS or equivalent; DLS or Ph.D.; or "other" for Euro-
pean credentials); and (4) the instructor's subject specialization. The last
question was unclear and some respondents listed the field in which the
terminal degree was awarded, while others specified current research inter-
ests. Despite the necessity of discounting some returns and substituting
data from the directories and catalogs, a general picture of faculty charac-
teristics was reconstructed. These are described in Appendix C, along with
an annotation about each course and specific data on the number of
schools offering it, average class size and annual enrollment, and an
estimate of an enrollment trend.

Several observations about the composition of library school faculties bear
directly on the controversy surrounding their capacity for rare book librar-
ianship training. The most obvious fact is that library schools are small
affairs compared with university programs in history, art history, or Eng-
lish studies. Without large undergraduate enrollments to swell the ranks of
their graduate faculty, full-time appointments (FTA) are few; ALA-
accredited schools in 1976-77 ranged in FTAs from 5 to 22, but the average
was only 11.1..Faculty size is augmented by an unusual reliance on part-
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time appointments: while the average FTA was 11.1, the average graduate
class was 103 students. Hence, the average faculty/graduate ratio was
1/9.28, but the range was from 1 FTA/3.75 FTE (full-time student equival-
ent) to 1/25.71. International Federation of Library Associations (IFLA)
standards (1976) recommend a ratio of 1/12 or better. A comparison of
those schools with more than 10 FTAs and those with average graduate
classes of more than 100 degree recipients (see Appendix F) reveals that
most schools with larger faculties and student bodies, which might be
expected to offer greater specialization, have less than ideal faculty/student
ratios.42 The post-1976-77 decrease in enrollments has temporarily
improved the situation, but such declines are usually accompanied later by
cuts in support resources and faculty recruitment.

The discrepancies apparent in a ranking of schools by FTE/FTA ratio, on
the assumption that more faculty contact per student is desirable in gradu-
ate studies, suggests problems inherent in the compositon of library
schools which will prohibit them from offering many specializations by
themselves. Such data change from year to year, and the ranking in Appen-
dix F cannot be used to compare one school with another. However,
annual fluctuations are not likely to alter drastically the picture created by
such ranking. There is an economy of scale operating in faculty develop-
ment and ability to support specializations such as rare books. Generally,
the larger the school and the greater its ability to specialize, the poorer is its
faculty/student ratio. One could misconstrue the situation by concluding
that larger schools therefore offer no real advantage over small schools,
except that work loads within faculties are seldom evenly distributed: that
is, larger operations have a greater capacity for internal flexibility, shifting
larger student/faculty ratios to survey courses in order to offer upper-
division, advanced courses with inverse student/faculty ratios. Faculty size
by itself is a poor indicator of a school's ability to provide specialization;
more important is the willingness of the faculty to shift courseloads
unevenly to make possible specialty courses with small enrollments. Sev-
eral schools, however, have built larger faculties by deliberately not spe-
cializing; in that case, generalists must cover specialty courses. This seems
to be true in several library schools, where generalists, because they have
some background in the humanities, are expected to cover historical bibli-
ography. Fewer schools have built their faculties by hiring specialists who
are expected also to have enough breadth to teach the core, or general
studies part of library curricula. Consequently, a simple procedure like
ranking covers up a very complex situation. It is less hazardous to general-
ize that too many schools are understaffed, and that Canadian schools have
achieved better faculty/student ratios (1/6.73 average) than have their
American counterparts (1/10.96 average). Finally, although more than 150
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faculty members have some teaching interest in historical bibliography
and collections, it would be hard to find in any one school's faculty more
than a single member whose research specialization is focused on primary
resources, rare books or manuscripts. Consequently, library schools rely on
their parent institutions for the proper context to develop such
specialization.

Library education, like other professional schools, has struggled to remedy
its staffing problems by resorting to adjunct or part-time faculty appoint-
ments long before the recession of the 1970s forced universities and colleges
everywhere into what has been called the "rent-a-teacher" system. In
1972-73 there was one part-time appointment (PTA) for every four full-
time faculty members in American four-year institutions, but by 1976 there
was one for every three FTAs. 3 In two-year schools part-time faculty now
outnumber full-time, revealing a significant trend in higher education.
Librarianship has always justified use of adjunts, especially if they are
reputable practitioners, on the premise that such relationships bond the
schools to the profession and achieve a balance between the theoretical and
the practical. However, the trend to supplement permanent faculty with
adjuncts is subject to severe criticism because part-time appointees often do
not have equivalent academic credentials, are not paid on parity with FTA
faculty, do not receive equal benefits, and cannot fully utilize a school's
instructional support services or contribute to the faculty's advising
efforts. More important for special collections instruction, however, is that
part-time faculty do not participate actively in a school's administration;
hence, they have little influence on the governance of programs, curricular
design and development, and long-range commitments of the institution.
Because their appointments are outside the tenure system, their positions
remain insecure, and programs without a minimal core of full-time faculty
tend to be highly unstable. Consequently, studies basing their conclusions
only on the current number of courses offered in books and printing or'rare
book librarianship are highly suspect.

Part-time instructors in some library schools have outnumbered FTA
faculty three to one, far beyond the national norm. This practice has been
criticized for its deteriorating effect on resident faculty development, and
such ratios cannot be justified in terms of recruitment of expertise unavail-
able from full-time applicants. Library schools must admit that they
overuse adjuncts to expand their curricula because of insufficient funding;
it is a money-saving device which permits specialties which the school
could not otherwise afford. Of the ALA-accredited library schools in
1976-77, 25 had a part-time faculty equal to or greater than the number of
members who were full-time. Full-time loads in library schools vary from
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four to six courses per academic year, whereas most adjuncts are usually
hired to teach specific courses once a year or for summer programs. It can
be assumed, therefore, that adjuncts teach one of every five courses offered
in today's library schools. Moreover, using this same estimate, it seems that
there are schools in which 40% of the curriculum is handled by part-time
instructors. The average figures for staffing in ALA-accredited library
schools in 1976-77 follow:

FTA Ave. FTA/ PTA Summer PTA Ave. PTA/ PTA/FTA
total school PTAs total school faculty ratio

711 11.1 543 165 708 11.06 .9964 or 1/1

This ratio does not compare well with the overall national average of 1/4,
or 1/3 for community and junior colleges. It may compare better to other
professional schools, but the rare books and special collections concerns
are more akin to academic disciplines in the humanities, where such
overreliance on part-time faculty, especially at the graduate level, can be
seen as scandalous. Regardless of one's viewpoint, the growing role of
adjuncts in library school instruction creates problems in undermining the
strong development of resident faculties and placing larger programs in
the management of fewer professors.

This staffing peculiarity is especially significant for rare book librarian-
ship and allied fields, precisely because special collections is both a minor-
ity interest and a specialization. Full-time faculty in library schools tend to
dominate more general courses, while adjunct faculty often teach such
specialization courses as those investigated in this inquiry. Ninety-five
percent of all library history courses are taught by full-time faculty, nearly
half of whom (46%) are full professors. In contrast, only 75% of historical
bibliographic instruction is given by full-time faculty, and in such course-
work junior faculty slightly outnumber the seniors. More library history is
taught by faculty lacking doctorates than is the case for historical biblio-
graphy, but whereas sujbect area Ph.D.s are numerous among older
faculty, doctorates from library schools are now more prevalent in histori-
cal bibliography. Thus, while rare book and research library administra-
tive positions go to those with subject area Ph.D.s, who complain about
the products of library schools, library schools now hire their own gradu-
ates and thereby perpetuate instructional programs which are criticized as
defective. Such a trend cannot improve the relations between the practice of
rare book librianship and library education.

Specialized courses in rare books and archives are taught predominantly by
part-time faculty, who are presumably full-time practitioners. This produ-
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ces another oddity in staffing and in the relationship between library
schools and this part of the profession. Half of all rare book, manuscript
and curatorial courses are carried by adjuncts, but only 45% of instructors
in rare book librarianship hold doctorates. This seems to contradict the
general assumption about this field's scholarly character and to counter
the arguments from previously cited critics who mistakenly infer that
library schools have not had a rapport with the rare books field. If half of
the courses in rare book librarianship are given by practitioners, then
blame for the deficiencies in such coursework must be shared by those
voicing such criticism. In the case of archives, 75% of all courses are
contracted to part-time faculty, 84% of whom hold doctorates (mainly in
history). Consequently, if full-time faculties are increasingly recruited
from library schools, but faculty for rare books, manuscripts, and special
collections are increasingly recruited as part-time faculty from subject area
disciplines, the lack of integration of this field into the whole of modern
librarianship is likely to become more severe.

Several courses considered in this study are listed in table 1 according to the
percentage of full-time faculty offering them. In general, the less subject
matter is institutional or library-oriented, and the more course content
centers upon primary materials, advanced bibliographic research metho-
dology, or specialized technology, the greater is the likelihood that the
course is taught by an adjunct or part-time appointee. This observation
does not reflect on the integrity of such coursework, but has implications
for the survival of rare books and special collections training as an integral
part of library education in terms of resources, regularity of classes, and
long-range, stable program development. Rare book education usually
revolves around the efforts of a single faculty member, more often a
generalist than a specialist, supported by one or two adjunct instructors.
Weighted credit-hour considerations, funding and scheduling priorities,
and current curricular expansion toward information science precludes
the strengthening of faculties beyond this status quo. Curatorial courses
therefore suffer trom a lack of context or support from related courses,
general support from core courses, and the political (hence financial)
commitment on the part of most library schools.

Unlike most graduate work in history, art history or literature, the more a
student specializes for the MLS or library science doctorate in rare books,
archives, or special collections, the greater is the portion of his or her
program which is taught by part-time instructors. This creates serious
problems in advising, monitoring research, and tutorial work. Although
practitioners can thus shoulder some of the blame for inadequate educa-
tional opportunities for rare book librarians, responsibility for the overall
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TABLE 1. FACULTY APPOINTMENTS IN SELECTED

LIBRARY SCHOOL COURSES

Course Title FTA PTA

Resources of American Libraries 100% 0%
Publishing and Book Trade 95 5
History of Books and Libraries 95 5
Comparative or International Librarianship 90 10
Museum Librarianship 80 20
Government Documents or Information Sources 80 20
History of Books and Printing 75 25
Rare Book or Special Collections Librarianship 50 50
Reprography or Micrographics 50 50
Advanced Bibliography (Analytical, Descriptive) 37 63
Oral History 33 67
Archival Studies 25 75
Conservation or Preservation 25 75

integrity of their school's curriculum and standards, including the quality
of part-time instruction, must be borne by the resident faculty and admin-
istration. Solutions to the problems discussed here are beyond the influ-
ence of adjunct faculty members; and as a specialty interest supported
within a resident faculty by only half of the instructors involved in teach-
ing in the field, rare books and bibliographic scholarship exists as it does
only through the goodwill or begrudging tolerance of the faculty, or
through the benefaction of a few deans with the lingering conviction that a
historical and bibliographical background is still fundamental to library
education. The APHA survey indicated that many faculty teaching histori-
cal bibliography see their courses as a counterweight to recent emphasis on
computer applications, a defensive posture which reveals that their field is
not vested deeply in the interests of the faculty as a whole. The most
frequent justification for coursework in the history of books and printing
found in Winckler's suvey was its general, humanistic background and
perspective. Seldom was it valued as a discipline in its own right, or as the
foundation for rare book librarianship as such. One respondent recog-
nized: "It is totally different from most library school courses in its
approach, depth, and scholarliness.""44 Forty-four respondents to the
APHA survey emphatically disclaimed that their schools offered true
specialization in the field; 6 schools admitted having such specialized
programs, but only 28 master's and 7 doctoral candidates were so specializ-
ing in the 50 schools surveyed. It is unlikely under these circumstances, and
with the continuing recession and poor employment market in rare books,
that the quality of rare book training can improve or that historical
bibliography will develop much beyond its present state in library educa-
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tion. In fact, such training and scholarly endeavors may not survive there at
all.

The last major concern of this investigation was to ascertain the current
state of curricular design for programs which would accommodate train-
ing in rare books and special collections. The APHA study identified 11
schools with courses in rare book librarianship, and 6 with specializations.
However, there are 18 schools which through 1976-77 offered regular
coursework in rare book librarianship. These schools are listed below,
ranked according to the number of regular courses in their curricula which
fell into the three categories surveyed (foundations, specializations and
support electives).

10- Columbia 6- Toronto
10- Maryland 5- Kentucky
8- Montreal 5-Syracuse
8- Pittsburgh 5- Western Ontario
7 - Chicago 5 -Missouri
7- North Carolina 4 -Catholic
6- SUNY-Albany 4- McGill
6- SUNY-Geneseo 3 -Drexel
6-Texas 3- Texas Women's

As Antje Lemke thought, this list suggests that opportunities for individu-
alized programs in rare books are more widespread than previously
thought, even though formalized programs are few. Ann Bowden's report
had identified only seven schools capable of comprehensive training in
this field (Drexel, McGill, Missouri, SUNY-Albany, Pittsburgh, Texas,
and Toronto); some considered this assessment generous. Only six schools
are identified in the APHA study, at great odds with the conclusions of the
CLIS survey and that provided for the AALS. One reason is that the criteria
for the different lists vary; both the 1971 and 1977 surveyors (Bowden and
myself) excluded from their first lists several schools which lack a specific
course in rare book librarianship per se or special collections, but which
nevertheless offer enough coursework in historical and advanced biblio-
graphy, publishing and book trade, and library history to allow interested
students viable opportunities to carve out coherent, respectable specializa-
tions. These schools, with the numbers of such courses offered, include:

7 - California-Berkeley 7- Southern California
7-UCLA 7-Denver
7- Illinois 6- Minnesota
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5- Case Western Reserve 5- Michigan
5- Florida State 4- British Columbia
5- Indiana

Schools with four or more specialty courses could allow their students to
build major fields into their MLS programs for specialization, but concen-
trated work beyond this is not possible at most schools. Thus, as the
Bowden and APHA reports indicate, the choice is small.

It is not possible to use such lists to compare one school with another, since
such rankings can be deceiving. Packaging of coursework, term schedules,
and expertise and standards of the teaching faculty all vary. Whereas some
schools, like the University of California, offer year-long sequences (3
quarters) in historical bibliography, or, like Columbia University, two
semesters in advanced bibliography, others offer these courses in a two-
semester sequence, like the University of Maryland, i.e., historical biblio-
graphy every fall and analytical bibliography in the spring term. Several
schools make available special workshops and institutes outside their
normal curricula. The University of British Columbia, in addition to
regular classes, has conducted a special summer course in England entitled
simply "Bibliography"; it includes a tour of several of the world's most
prestigious rare book repositories. The University of Alabama offers a
five-week summer workshop in hand press printing and publishing at the
Plain Wrapper Press in Verona, Italy. The University of Denver has an
annual archives institute and an increasingly popular counterpart in
publishing. Simmons College, Columbia University, the University of
Illinois, and the University of Maryland now offer summer workshops in
conservation. Other opportunities are developing continually, but such
development is sporadic. Irregular special courses are not always accessible
or economical. Finally, some schools have left in their catalogs courses
advertised as current and regular, which are in fact dormant. Ann
Bowden's survey revealed this about programs at Chicago, Kentucky, and
Syracuse-schools identified here as potential places to study rare books.
Hence, a caveat to interested students is to proceed with caution in select-
ing a graduate school for rare books training, and to be prepared to take
advantage of unique opportunities which may be available elsewhere
during the summer.

It is difficult to judge how well a library school is integrated into its parent
institution, but this factor can be crucial in rare book studies, where subject
area support is so necessary. One must consider the reputation of the
university in related disciplines, and the extent of coursework outside a
library school's program which can be applied to its degrees. University-
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wide individualized programs are common for doctoral work, but most
master's programs are restricted, sometimes to an outside or minor field.
Nevertheless, 17 of 50 schools considered in the APHA study allowed
library school students to take relevant coursework in history, art history,
and English. Less understandable is the comment in the APHA report that
33 schools "had no such additional offerings open to library school stu-
dents." 45 Schools which so limit outside coursework and do not offer at
least four courses directly related to rare books cannot be considered for
such specialization.

Intra-institutional programs are creating hitherto unavailable opportuni-
ties for specialization by combining two master's degree programs, instead
of offering the doctorate as the only avenue to advanced studies. Several
schools now have joint-degree curricula in which a student can earn an MA
concurrently with the MLS; the degrees are awarded together after approx-
imately two years of study. Such arrangements can distend the resources of
a library school considerably and provide structure for otherwise ad hoc
arrangements. Case Western Reserve University pioneered multiple joint-
degree programs, with such disciplines as music for music librarianship,
art for art librarianship, and history for archives. Both the University of
California and Syracuse University have such arrangements with art his-
tory; the University of Denver cooperates with history and law; and
Catholic University of America and the University of Maryland offer
MA-MLS combinations with history. There are, of course, no instruc-
tional departments for museology, curatorship, rare books, bibliography,
etc., but cooperative ventures with history, art history, and English or
comparative literature are especially conducive to specialization in rare
book librarianship.46

Catholic University of America's program presents an interesting example
of networking and resource-sharing to expand a library school's curricu-
lum and potential for specialization. Although its main thrust is toward
"Archival Librarianship," CUA has structured an advanced studies pro-
gram supported by both its library school and history department. Course-
work in each, along with the regular offering of "Rare Book
Librarianship" by an adjunct, presents the mature student with unique
options. Additional opportunities are provided off-campus through the
school's role in the District of Columbia consortium (American, George-
town, George Washington, Howard, and Catholic universities), and espe-
cially through a cooperative arrangement with George Washington
University's doctoral program in American civilization. Although CUA
does not offer a doctorate in library or information science, students can
obtain MLS degrees from CUA while earning the Ph.D. from either CUA
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or GW. The joint MA-MLS requires 51 credit hours (30 in library science
and 21 in history) instead of the usual 66 if both degrees were pursued
independently. A required core, consisting of five electives from the "His-
tory of Books and Libraries," reference, technical services, "Foundations of
American Librarianship," cataloging, "Selection of Library Materials,"
management, and "Introduction to Computers and Information Process-
ing," is combined with other fields for specialization. The main courses,
however, are still rather general, conceived as courses in either types of
libraries or types of materials; the only package of courses to use in
conjunction with these electives comes from a cluster related to the school's
archival program with the Smithsonian Anthropological Archives. The
history component consists of "Historical Analysis" plus a single area of
concentration (with two research seminars replacing the normal thesis
requirement) in American, Latin American, medieval, or modern Euro-
pean history.

The CUA-GW cooperative program allows for an exchange of minor fields
so that 24 credits from the MLS program apply to the preliminary require-
ments for the doctorate, and 15 hours from American civilization in essence
form a field within the MLS program. Motivation for this venture may
have been GW's earlier cooperation with the Library of Congress, whereby
the latter provides special courses on Americana, advanced studies, and
dissertation research. Such networking may appear fragmentary and diffi-
cult to monitor, and it does not build the strength of resident faculties and
resources. It is, however, an innovative approach to curricular develop-
ment which attacks some of the problems involved in providing subject
area expertise within the context of library education. It utilizes area-wide
resources in rare books and special collections, and thus augments a
program that, within the school's capabilities, could not provide genuine
specialization. It is contrived, but it is also a realistic approach to limited
resources and costly specialization.

Of the single-degree programs in rare books, perhaps the best known is
that of Columbia University, with its enviable laboratory facility, the Book
Arts Press, plus unique resources in New York City. Columbia regularly
offers ten relevant courses, several designed as seminars, and allows stu-
dents to select from the university's graduate courses in related fields such
as classics, history, and comparative literature. Another related field, the
preservation of library materials, has been emphasized by Columbia
through an HEW-funded institute in summer 1978 directed by Prof. Susan
Thompson.4 7 This is now generating a special course of study, being
designed by Paul Banks of the Newberry Library, in the conservation of
library and archival materials which promises to be a strong support for
Columbia's rare books specialty.
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Students electing to specialize in the rare books program at Columbia must
take three required courses. In the fall semester, after completion of a
six-week foundations course required of all students, the rare book special-
ists move on to the "History of Books and Printing" offered by Thompson,
and "Descriptive Bibliography" taught by Prof. Terry Belanger. In spring,
those students who qualify are accepted into "Rare Book Librarianship,"
which is practically oriented and is taught by Kenneth Lohf, Columbia's
rare book librarian. In addition, most students take other courses germane
to rare books, such as a second semester of "Descriptive Bibliography,"
which emphasizes the book arts. Topics like calligraphy, typecasting,
printing, binding, papermaking, marbling, woodcutting, engraving, and
etching are included. Students are tested on identification of 3 problem sets
of 50 exemplars each for typefaces, bindings, and illustration techniques.
Other related courses include "Preservation," a seminar on "The Manus-
cript Book," and "Administration of Archives." Noncredit courses in
hand-binding and calligraphy have been available at Columbia since the
late 1960s in the latter case, and the program is further enhanced by the
many lecture series, organizational meetings, and graphic arts workshops
in New York City. The school has an attractive lecture series featuring
some of America's most distinguished bookmen, and occasional "special
topics" courses have made effective use of adjunct instructors. For exam-
ple, one recent offering focused on out-of-print and rare book acquisitions
by the noted dealer Walter Goldwater. The bulk of Columbia's program,
however, has been carried by resident faculty, distinguishing this school's
efforts from several of the others already mentioned.

Another program of note, already described by Ann Bowden, is the UCLA
post-MLS certificate of specialization which has been awarded since 1968.
One of its six areas for advanced work is "Rare Books and Manuscripts."
Although UCLA does not offer a course on librarianship for rare books, as
it does for archives and manuscripts, and although its curriculum lacks
some of the courses identified in this study as important support electives,
its library school provides a wide selection of courses in library history,
historical and analytical bibliography, and publishing and the book trade,
and features a printing laboratory and access to fine special collections in
its urban environs (i.e., the Huntington Library). UCLA also has a highly
reputable faculty in history and literature upon which to draw, as the
library school does upon the Center for Medieval and Renaissance Studies
for coursework in paleography and codicology. Rare book and bibliogra-
phic studies can be pursued as a specialty in the second year of its two-year
MLS program, in a post-MLS certificate program, or as a specialization for
the Ph.D.
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UCLA students have access to the "Printing Chapel," a central facility
with several hand presses which are used both for instruction and basic
publicity or jobbing. In addition to historical and analytical bibliography
courses, the school offers a separate course on "Printing for Biblio-
graphers." This class is limited to six students for individualized instruc-
tion and the former courses are prerequisites; its purpose is to provide
"hands-on experience to illustrate printing house practice resulting in the
vagaries encountered in 16th-20th century printed books and ephemera,"
as well as "understanding of the book as a work of art and/or a product of
fine craftsmanship." 48 Instruction includes field trips and printing prac-
tice, in addition to lectures and discussions; students collectively design,
compose and print at least one broadside, by letterpress and offset, and
individually set type, print, and sew a pamphlet in an edition of about 15
copies. The course is seen as relating not only to bibliography, but also to
"Publishing and the Book Trade" and "Media Librarianship." The
former course is historical, stressing seventeenth- to nineteenth-century
English and American trade and interests. The interplay between libraries
and current markets is reserved for "Selection and Acquisition of Library
Materials," which is not historical in conception. Finally, UCLA does use
the seminar model in its advanced coursework, with a major emphasis on
the production of a research paper utilizing resources of Clark Library and
UCLA's special collections.

Failure to describe the program with which I am most familiar, that of the
University of Maryland at College Park (UMCP), would seem remiss since
its development prompted the 1976-77 survey. Moreover, this program
exemplifies a current trend in curricular development which is more
multidisciplinary than interdisciplinary, and which recognizes the
managerial benefits of resource-sharing and the necessity of an economy of
scale for specialization, which is costly and by its nature elitist. It also
favors the intellectual enhancement of curricula which stress the integra-
tion of advanced skills and methodologies with strong knowledge of a
subject area. The College of Library and Information Services, in coopera-
tion with the Department of History, opted for the joint-degree model to
develop an advanced studies curriculum in archives, manuscripts, and
historical or special collections. The university now awards the MA in
history along with the MLS upon completion of a minimal 54 semester
hours (see Appendix G). The thesis is optional, although it is highly
recommended for rare book specialists to acquire proper language training
outside this curriculum, and to consider the doctorate as a logical terminal
degree. Students must include in their programs 2 research seminars in
history, and pass an examination on a preselected field of study from 20
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options (though normally the focus is "Europe and America" from the
later medieval through the early modern periods, i.e., 1200-1800, which
assumes adequate language preparation in Latin, French, and/or
German).

There are four main options for individualized programs in this plan: (1)
archives and modern records management; (2) rare books, historical and
literary manuscripts, and special collections curatorship; (3) scholarly
publishing and editing (historical and literary); and (4) bibliographical
reference and research services. These tracks offer guidance in structuring a
program by combining the specialties of both degrees into a single, well-
integrated educational experience. Whereas most students are encouraged
to improve their backgrounds in computer applications and text process-
ing, information storage and retrieval, and indexing and thesaurus con-
struction (which are required for archival specialization), the main aim of
the tracks is to provide a rationale to any program. Thus, each degree
program requires a core of basic introductory courses (research and editing
methods in history; cataloging and reference for library science) with a
research field defined by period and region in history, a matching concen-
tration in codicology and analytical bibliography in librarianship, cog-
nate fields in curatorial administration, and an elective field. If students
lack professional experience in an appropriate setting, some kind of field
study, internship or practicum is required. A truly comprehensive pro-
gram, therefore, would normally extend beyond the 54-credit-hour min-
imum. As mentioned, a thesis is optional, but rare book specialists are
encouraged to complete a thesis in order to develop research interests and
maximum flexibility in job mobility and matriculation to Ph.D. programs
of their choice.

The focus of the Maryland effort is on research collection development and
the whole spectrum of historical materials and retrospective searching,
rather than on rare books in the older, narrow sense of the term. Private
collecting, for example, is deemphasized when considering the book
market and patronage, and instead there is considerable emphasis on the
applications of modern technology to rare book and research collections,
and on collection development which stresses institutionalization. Rare
book specialists have suppport from fellow specialists in archives, and the
combination of tracks provides for variety, greater specialization than
could be had in most curricula, and at the same time, a pool of students
with like interests who stimulate each other and allow professors to design
advanced courses especially for their interests. The tracks themselves pro-
vide both flexibility and structure in an attempt to prepare students
broadly enough to be employable in a variety of settings (archives, manus-
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cript repositories, rare books and special collections, the publishing indus-
try, the book trade, research firms, special libraries, consulting firms,
graphics communications, commercialized technical services such as bind-
eries and suppliers, regional bibliographic and conservation centers, and
positions requiring advanced cataloging procedures or skills in document
examination, such as government and information agencies). The curricu-
lum strives for a blending of subject area specialization, managerial skills,
bibliographic competence, research and practical experience, and an intel-
lectual setting where what is new in theory, method and technique can be
applied to what is old, rare and valued. Credit courses in the two cooperat-
ing units are supplemented by electives in art history, museology, literary
editing, documentary work, and graphics communications in industrial
education. The last acquaints rare book specialists with modern printing
techniques including nontypographic computerized phototypesetting
and familiarizes them with the links between document processing and
such machinery as the Mergenthaler linotron. Or, as alternatives to mod-
ern production, one can explore printmaking in the studio arts, layout and
design in applied design, and the history of printing within history of
science and technology programs. Noncredit courses are available in print-
ing, illumination, calligraphy, and bookbinding at several craft guilds and
programs, such as that administered by the Smithsonian Institution. Like
other schools offering such specialization, Maryland is ideally situated in
an environs unusually rich with rare book libraries, archives, manuscript
repositories, museums, and galleries. Internship possibilities are plentiful,
and nearly 150 area institutions and projects have hosted CLIS students as
interns. Students also participate in seminars and institutes by the Folger
Shakespeare Library and the National Archives and Records Service, in
activities of the nascent Center for the Book at the Library of Congress, and
in many other special events in the greater Washington, D.C., and Balti-
more area.

The goal of Maryland's equivalent to courses commonly called "Rare
Book Librarianship," which is called instead "Curatorship of Historical
Collections," is to provide a proper introduction to the institutional
context of rare books and the multifaceted operations of a rare book library.
Its scope is somewhat awesome, as the course outline in Appendix H
indicates, reflecting the problem in packaging a presentation. These are
issues germane to rare book and special collections librarianship which
require treatment in a dedicated course, because they are not normally
treated in standard courses in library administration, technical services,
and special libraries. Such a course is not really introductory, because it
presumes that a background in general librarianship is already present; it
is instead the introduction, within the MLS degree, to special collections.
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Such a course tends to be a "grab bag" tailored to special interests not
otherwise represented in the curriculum. It requires extensive reading; a
paper in applied research on the book trade, acquisitions, processing, or a
similar topic; and a laboratory component consisting of designing and
mounting an exhibit with rare books and manuscripts from the UMCP
special collections or an area institution. In the past, for example, students
have featured Maryland's historical and literary collections with displays
on colonial mid-Atlantic Americana, the Lafayette manuscript and book
collection, expatriate authors from the modern author collections, fine
printing from the Savoy rare book collection, the private press movement,
Baltimore printing, etc.; one exhibit was in conjunction with the UMCP-
Johns Hopkins University "Pen to Press (1450-1550)" symposium. In 1980
the project is "The Monastic Imprint" exhibit at Catholic University of
America, using its papal and monastic collections, in conjunction with the
"Monasticism and the Arts" symposium celebrating the 1500th anniver-
sary of the feast of St. Benedict of Nursia. Supporting this project is a series
of noncredit workshops at the CLIS Instruction Design and Services Cen-
ter on matting and framing, basic photography, sound recordings, video
production, multi-image productions, graphic layout and design, letter-
ing, and other practical demonstrations. Field trips in the course have
included a day in Baltimore visiting with the acquisitions people at the
Maryland Historical Society or other institutions, noted appraisers, book
dealers, and curators, along with an evening at a book auction gallery. 49

Maryland's "Codicology and Critical Bibliography" seminar, as indicated
in Appendix I, is representative of the new, comparative approaches to
what the French have called the "archeology of the book." Its basic premise
is continuity in production between the manuscript and printed book
periods, and it is open to students who have previously studied the "His-
tory of Books and Printing." The sequence arrangement allows the latter
course to be designed for general as well as special interests, while the
former is restricted to those with a proper background. It is, therefore,
normally a class of fewer than ten students, all candidates for the master's,
combined master's degrees, or the doctorate. Consequently, it is able to
advance to levels of study seldom found in MLS programs. The seminar
stresses research methods rather than historical case study, with focus on
document analysis and identification procedures, format description, stan-
dardization of bibliographic and diplomatic data, and new technology in
the study of manuscripts of rare books, ranging from infrared and ultravi-
olet lighting, surface lighting, and use of photosensitive paper reproduc-
tions to computerized photographic enhancement and spectroscopy.
Finally, it is concerned with how these methods pertain to advanced
cataloging of primary resources, either for access or exhibits, and how they
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relate to other fields such as reprography and conservation. Students
complete a series of exercises for each unit, and critical descriptions of a
number of hitherto unidentified pre-1850 volumes from the university's
special collections' backlog of nearly 10,000 imprints. They also work on
projects at the Library of Congress, cataloging uncataloged Latin codices
in the Rare Book Division, and describing manuscript codices in early
Americana in the Manuscripts Division. Students regularly visit the
Smithsonian Hall of Graphic Arts, where they print in eighteenth- and
nineteenth-century shops and are introduced to typecasting in an
eighteenth-century foundry. The ability of CLIS to support such experien-
tial learning with its own studio is being aided presently by several bene-
factors in the Baltimore-Washington area.

The technical aspects of such coursework are reinforced from a different
viewpoint in "Conservation of Archival and Library Materials," which
introduces students to papermaking and paper repair, parchment and
vellum, leather and cloth binding, various structures of period manufac-
turing, and the identification of materials. Emphasis is placed on physical
properties and characteristics and environmental standards, with a brief
introduction to damage identification, condition reporting, and collection
management. The last topic is explored further through case-study
approaches and actual testing of condition survey and inventory tech-
niques in collection management in an annual workshop entitled "Collec-
tion and Conservation Management in Archives and Libraries," taught by
visiting conservators. The basic course has laboratory components in
which students make paper, practice basic cleaning and mending tech-
niques, learn standard sewing, and construct a simple case binding. They
are tested by designing a reporting instrument for a conservation survey
and using it for the examination of problematic period materials from
special collections. This is augmented by showing a great variety of mate-
rials, and through the use of slides and films. For those wishing an area of
concentration in conservation management, an advanced course with a
more technical laboratory component is offered by a practicing conserva-
tor, and students have interned with conservators in their studios. It is
possible, for the few who are so inclined, to package an individualized
program in conservation administration (see Appendix G), which is espe-
cially useful for those with bench training in conservation but who lack the
necessary professional credentials to gain satisfactory employment.

The kinds of course and program opportunities described above are not
unique to Maryland, yet they are not plentiful. In this case, the school
provides more opportunities than can be easily taken within a two-year
course of study, to say nothing of a one-year MLS program, and does so by
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cooperation with other units on campus and outreach to area institutions.
It is questionable whether library schools could provide more for so few. If
the product of such programs is not up to expectations, one needs to
reexamine those expectations as well as the objectives of the program and
its graduates. Simple rhetorical disparagement of a library school does not
suffice when solid, constructive criticism is needed. Moreover, proper
discrimination is required; library schools are not a generic lot.

This overview of library schools and their endeavors in the area of rare
books and special collections reveals severe problems, but also encourag-
ing accomplishments and innovative directions for future educational
programming. Opportunities for some kind of study are fairly widespread,
and although advanced study opportunities may not be as plentiful or
accessible as one would like, there are a few identifiable programs capable
of supporting specialization in the accredited library schools which pay
some attention to this field. Selection is important, because only one-third
of the accredited schools can accommodate any specialization in rare
books; of these, some need improved curricular design and planning,
several appear to be unstable and lack the strong support from their
resident faculty, and often the specialization must be individually tailored.
Not all library schools can provide adequate training in this field, nor
should all try to do so. It would be better for the profession and the rare
books field to encourage the stable development of a select number of
specialization programs, rather than the proliferation of mediocre
attempts to provide such training. The profession might begin by working
to reduce the barriers that prohibit students from going out of their states
or regions to attend library schools, and to encourage would-be specialists
to travel to those few centers which can accommodate true specialization.

Despite the opportunities which now exist, there seems to be little chance
of further development in this field until conditions in library education
per se vastly improve. 50 This is partially because librarianship appears to
be drifting, if not fleeing, from a humanistic or historical foundation
toward nonbibliographical information studies, and librarians are being
imbued with a sociological perspective which lacks historical hindsight
and is not particularly relevant to special collections. Indeed, one of the
most convincing arguments against limiting opportunities for specializa-
tion to a few special schools is that such concentration of interest in rare
books might further reduce rare book interests in the whole of librarian-
ship, while allies like museology may not be able to support this specialty
any better than library education. The problem is more complex than it
first seems, because library education is responding to the decline of
humanism and the rise of socioeconomic interests in today's libraries and
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in the public in general. As professional schools, they are sensitive to the
demands of the working profession; dealers and collectors are outside the
profession, as are most scholars interested in rare books, and within the
profession, rare book interests lack dynamic leadership or even the consen-
sus necessary to make an impact on librarianship. Moreover, library
schools, like libraries of all types, have entered an age of austerity in which
enrollment trends, staffing problems, and employment fluctuations will
exacerbate the problem by reinforcing the inclination toward institutional
administration, automation and systems analysis, rather than refocusing
attention on books themselves, bibliography or textual research. Histori-
cal bibliography will continue to serve library education first, and rare
books specialization secondarily.

Such trends are widespread and critics of library education must come to
terms with them rather than ignore or simply decry current emphases.
Criticism should be discriminating, focused, positive, and in suppport of
the efforts being made, because the question may not be so much the
improvement of training for rare book librarianship as the very survival of
the opportunities which have developed thus far.

Subversive criticism and disdain might be converted to support in several
ways. Those outside library education involved in private collecting and
the book trade might consider patronage activities; most library schools
desperately need funding for fellowships and endowed professorships to
maintain instructional programs in this field. Many would benefit from
donations of teaching collections and historical printing and binding
equipment for studio work, from the availability of part-time employment
for their graduate students, and from the proceeds of antiquarian book
fairs. Tax-deductible donations need not be large to have a positive impact;
free subscriptions to dealers' catalogs and publishers' flyers (especially if
they contain samples, facsimile pages, etc.) are often most welcome. Rare
bookmen can participate in the instruction process by cooperating with
library administrators in providing viable internship outlets, and nonfa-
culty can initiate colloquia series, guest seminar presentations, exhibits,
and displays. Perhaps most important, all concerned must work to
improve the employment situation, not only in identifying new opportun-
ities, but also in creating a central referral agency (perhaps the ACRL Rare
Books and Manuscripts Section) and in promoting the field actively
through arousal of a larger public interest, networking, and imaginative
program development which takes advantage of the humanities in nonaca-
demic settings. This can be done by taking advantage of trends in genea-
logical and local history interests, as well as in museum-like exhibitions
and public programs-activities which can now be funded through the
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Libraries Humanities Programs division of the National Endowment for
the Humanities. In this regard, funding sources need to be opened up, so
that library monies can be less encumbered with affirmative action and
social welfare interests under Department of Education guidelines. The
museological features of rare book libraries should be recognized by the
National Museum Act, and survival of the book arts needs greater encour-
agement from the National Endowment for the Arts. Finally, political
activity might include participation in local "friends of the library" and
alumni groups, but also in lobbying efforts directed at all funding sources,
both public and private, and at library and library school administrators.
Some of the problems confronting education for rare book specialists can
be alleviated only through such cooperative efforts, and the aloof behavior
of bookmen can only be detrimental to a common goal.

Likewise, library school faculty and administrators need to achieve greater
rapport with bookmen and bibliographers. Despite accountability based
on enrollments rather than program planning, the following deserve
special attention:

Faculty development
Educators must reconsider the overreliance on adjunct or part-time
appointments, and should investigate alternatives such as joint appoint-
ments with subject area departments and the institution's library system in
an attempt to secure faculty lines and stabilize curricula. If adjuncts are
used extensively, a monitoring and advising system needs to be devised
linking part-time appointees to faculty coordinators who cover for them in
terms of student advising and arrangement of support services. If adjuncts
teach regularly on a fairly permanent basis, they should be paid for
consulting services to the school in addition to course time, and contribute
to the administrative efforts of the faculty.

Course development
Specialization requires advanced studies at a level more intensive and
exacting than is usual in library schools. Courses such as historical biblio-
graphy might be subdivided into generalist and specialist sections; or
courses can be designed around modules, some of which are specifically for
advanced studies and for the few specialists who need to go beyond the
traditional survey coverage. The educational experience should be varied
within classes to include practical training, group dynamics and discus-
sion, tutorially directed research, and peer criticism and review. Flexibil-
ity, variable credit options, and competency-based curricular design are
other means of stretching limited resources to meet more intensive educa-
tional needs. Faculty who teach in the area of historical bibliography
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should have continuing research and publication interests therein, with
demonstrated ability to work with primary documentation in several
languages and formats, from more than one region and period. This would
enhance the possibility of such courses supporting an area of competence
or field of specialization. Courses identified for specialization should not
be entrusted to generalists. Finally, if the motivation behind offering
historical bibliography is still to provide intellectual foundations and, as
enrollment trends indicate, if such coursework is not attracting enough
students to fulfill this service, then, rather than diluting a program, gen-
eral background courses for the nonspecialists should be packaged in
continuing education outlets.

Program development
Budget considerations preclude anything more than modest expansion,
and the competition for these limited resources is so keen that it is unlikely
that more funds will be forthcoming for rare book studies. Such budget
constraints should force schools to maximize their resources and those of
the entire university. Off-campus and inter- and intra-campus coopera-
tion, as well as institutional networking possibilities, should be explored
to break down barriers preventing student access to regional centers for
advanced studies which utilize superior facilities and collections. Because
of rising student costs, residency requirements should be scrutinized to
make maximum use of students and faculty in residence. This can be done
through flexible scheduling of formal coursework, coordination of extra-
curricular training in craft and studio or industrial arts, accelerated and
concentrated language training, and remedial or ephemeral education
through audits. Practica, field studies and internships can be used to
decentralize a program after a concentrated core of advanced study is
completed. A minimum of 10-15 advanced studies students seems essential
for dedicated coursework and the designation of faculty time for directed
work in any one field. Without such an economy of size, faculty would be
unable to assess strengths, weaknesses and priorities, and to counsel appli-
cants toward other universities where programs are accommodating.

Gordon Ray observed that the world of rare books in the 1970s is moving
from an era of expansion to one of consolidation, and that "clearly the state
of libraries is the least certain factor in today's rare book complex." 51

Although he is optimistic that things will not get worse, one must wonder
about the future of rare books and all primary historical material if current
trends in librarianship and its educational system do not achieve a better
balance between quantitative and qualitative approaches to the profes-
sion's problems. All concerned must lobby and cooperate with library
educators so that bookmanship is not permanently divorced from librar-
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ianship.5 2 The situation might be improved by stronger resident faculties
in library schools whose goal is to educate for the future without losing
sight of the past. If the institutional component of the rare book world is to
endure, an advocate position must be secured in the profession's educa-
tional system. This means that library education should not be ignored in
any examination of this world, and that cooperation of bibliographers,
bookmen, dealers, collectors, archivists, curators, and literary and histori-
cal scholars with library administrators and educators should improve. To
pay only marginal attention to today's library schools is a grave mistake;
such lack of regard risks the future of bibliographic and historical scholar-
ship and the very welfare of that world of the rare, special and unique
which provides our only link to the aesthetics, values, and ideas of the past.
Not only is preservation of collections already assembled at stake; also at
issue is the conversion of the bookstock in present libraries to tomorrow's
special collections-lest the codex become a curiosity and as much a rarity
as the clay tablet or papyrus scroll. 53 If library education fails to emphasize
the custodial obligation of all librarianship, and instead reserves this
function for a minority and a few select repositories isolated from the
mainstream of the profession, then surely Adams's worst fears might be
realized by a future generation which looks back on our librarians and
library educators as the "enemies of books."
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the greatest output has yet to come. Since 1970, each year has seen more library science
doctorates awarded (42 in 1969, 54 in 1971, 66 in 1972, etc.); see Appendix B for schools with
doctoral programs. See also Eyman, David H., comp. Doctoral Dissertations in Library
Science: Titles Accepted by Accredited Library Schools, 1930-1972. Ann Arbor, Mich., Uni-
versity Microfilms, 1973.

39. See Blazek, Ronald. "The State of Historical Research, or Please Save the Bloody
Beastl" Journal of Library History 8:50-51, April 1973; Brichford, Maynard. "Original Source
Materials for the History of Librarianship," Journal of Library History 5:177-81, April 1970;
Schlachter, Gail, and Thomison, Dennis. "The Library Science Doctorate: A Quantitative
Analysis of Dissertations and Recipients," Journal of Education for Librarianship 15:95-111,
Fall 1974; and Robbins, Jane. "Association Activities: Research Interest Group," Journal of
Education for Librarianship 16:212-14, Winter 1976. Blazek notes historical scholarship is in
decline even at schools where historical methods have been traditionally stressed. Brichford
notes that about 6% of the curriculum is historical coursework, but "an inordinate faith in the
questionnaire, the model and the computer may retard the development of a scholarly interest
in the history of librarianship" (p. 180). Schlachter and Thomison found that 50% of all
1959-69 dissertations used historical methodology, but only 14% of 1970-72 dissertations did
so; and only half as many students using historical analysis finished dissertations vs. students
using other research techniques. Robbins concluded "It is evident that the amount of
historical research has been declining and emprirical research has been increasing; however,
it appears to reflect an acceptance of the ritual of science rather than the appropriate use of
rigorous scientific methods" (p. 213).

40. See Winckler, Paul A. "Materials and Sources for Teaching the History of Books
and Printing: Part I," Journal of Education for Librarianship 13:43-71, Summer 1972; and

"Materials and Sources for Teaching the History of Books and Printing: Part II,"
Journal of Education for Librarianship 13:123-36, Fall 1972.

41. Note, for example, the divergence in objectives between children's literature
courses designated as "Introduction to" and "History of." Such coursework for a popular
collecting field could be very supportive of rare book studies and historical bibliography. See
MacLeod, Anne S. "Encouraging Scholarship: Courses, Conferences and Exhibits," Library
Trends 27:551-67, Spring 1979.



42. There are discrepancies between listings in the AALS Directory and in contem-
porary school catalogs. The goal was to include all full-time personel who offer courses.
Several schools have administrators and associate staff officers who teach; those who are
full-time are included in this tally. Part-time adjuncts, summer school guest faculty, and
emeritus professors were grouped separately; members of the last group were excluded if there
was no indication they continued to offer a course on a part-time basis. Schools using
personnel funds to rotate a series of part-time or guest lecturers thus appear to have fewer
faculty than they really do. Note also that student body size is based on the average graduate
class through 1975, rather than on FTEs or actual head count. Thus, ratios in Appendix F
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graphy & Textual Criticism at Leeds," Bibliography Newsletter 3:2-4, Jan.-Feb. 1975.
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48. See Bowden, op. cit.; and UCLA Circular No. 429 (course description for Fall 1975).
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Collections in University Libraries," Journal of Librarianship 5:203-13, July 1973. Burnett's
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HMSO, 1967.

53. Implications of modern technology for graphics communications and the codex
format were foreseen, in a totally anti-historical perspective, in H. Marshall McLuhan.
Gutenberg Galaxy; The Making of Typographic Man. Toronto, University of Toronto Press,
1962; and, more realistically, in Lester Asheim, ed. The Future of the Book: Implications of
the Newer Developments in Communication. Chicago, University of Chicago Graduate
Library School, 1955.
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Source: The enrollment data for history courses (lines 1-6) for the years 1965-66 through

1975-76 were compiled by Prof. David Kaser of the Indiana University library school for a

discussion at the AALS Conference in Washington, D.C., 1976. Enrollment data for 1976-77

were supplied by the CLIS survey.
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APPENDIX E. FACULTY IN ALA-ACCREDITED LIBRARY
SCHOOLS TEACHING IN RARE BOOK LIBRARIANSHIP

AND ALLIED FIELDS

Faculty members in ALA accredited schools whose subject areas include fields:
5) manuscripts; 9) Bibliography (descriptive, analytical); 10) special
libraries and materials, (archives, manuscripts, and rare books); and field
14) the history of books, printing, and libraries, as reported in the Directory
of the Association of American library schools, JEL Special edition, (19778), are:

University of Alabama

Alabama A&M University

State University of
New York, Albany

University of Arizona

Atlanta University

Brigham Young University

University of British
Columbia

State University of
New York, Buffalo

University of California,
Berkeley

University of California,
Los Angeles

Case Western Reserve
University

Catholic University of
America

Ramer, James D., dean
Barbe, Waverly

Clarkin, William

Maxwell, Margaret

Stokes, Roy B., director

Bernard, Richard
Hagler, Ronald

Bobinski, George S., dean

Harlan, Robert D. ass.
dean

Danton, J. Periam
Mosher, Fredric J.
Brechka, Frank (PT)

Horn, Andrew H.
Thomas, Diana M.
Mink, James V. (PT)

Rawski, Conrad H., dean
Shera, Jesse H.
Helmuth, Ruth (PT)
Miller, Genevieve (PT)

Witty, Francis J.
Edelstein, Jerome M.,(PT)
Key, Betty (PT)
Viola, Herman (PT)
Glenn, James R., (PT)

10(rare books), 14
10(archives)

10(rare books), 14

10(rare books), 14
also 9, crit. des.
textual bibliography
10(rare books)
14

14

10(rare books) and
9 des. bibl.
14
10(rare books), 14
9(hist. bibl)

9(hist., analyt.), 14
9(hist., analytical), 14
10(archives, mss.)

14
14
10(archives, mss.)
10(archives, mss.)

14
10(rare books)
10(oral history)
10(archives)
10(archives)
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APPENDIX E. - Continued

University of Chicago

Clarion State College

Columbia University

Dalhousie University

University of Denver

Drexel University

Emory University

Emporia Kansas State
University

Florida State University

State University College,
Geneseo

University of Hawaii

University of Illinois

Indiana University

University of Iowa

Kent State University

Winger, Howard
Conaway, Frank (PT)

Belanger, Terry
Dain, Phyllis S.
Stieg, Margaret
Thompson, Susan 0.
Lohf, Kenneth A. (PT)
Mason, Elizabeth R. (PT)
Starr, Louis M.

Ettlinger, John R.T.
Armour, Charles (PT)

Nichols, James E.
Stokes, William H.

Halperin, Michael (PT)

Emmons, Julia
Hart, Carol (PT)

Meder, Marylouise D.

Blazek, Ronald

Mills, Josephine
Poste, Leslie

Lundeen, Gerald W.
Suzuki, Yukihisa

Krummel, Donald W.
Richardson, Selma
Stevens, Rolland E.
Brichford, Maynard (PT)

Kaser, David
Bennett, Josiah (PT)
Newman, John (PT)
Taylor, Saundra (PT)

Laughlin, Mildred

Jackson, Sidney L.
Wynar, Lubomyr R.

14
14

10(rare books), 14
14
10(archives)
14 and preservation
10(rare books)
10(oral history)
10(oral history)

10(rare books), 14
10(archives)

14
10(des. bib.), 14

10(archives)

14
10(archives)

14

14

14
10(archives, rare books)

10(preservation)
14

10(rare books),14
14
14
10(archives)

14
l0(rare books)
l0(archives)
lO(archives)

14

14
14
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APPENDIX E. - Continued

University of Kentucky

Long Island University

Louisiana State University

University of Maryland

McGill University

University of Michigan

University of Minnesota

University of Missouri

Universit4 de Montreal

University of North Carolina

North Carolina Central Uni4

Northern Illinois University

North Texas State University

George Peabody College

University of Pittsburgh

Cazden, Robert E.
Harris, Michael H.
Marshall, Bill (PT)
McCann, Claire (PT)

Moffat, Edward S., III
Winckler, Paul A.

Miksa, Francis J.

McCrank, Lawrence

Wellisch, Hans
Burke, Frank (PT)
Dean, John (PT)

McNally, Peter F.
Caya, Marcel (PT)
Lewis, Elizabeth (PT)

Slavens, Thomas P.
Blouin, Francis X.(PT)
Avrin, Leila R.(PT)
Braun, Joan M. (PT)

Maack, Mary N.

Flood, Francis J.
Lehmann-Haupt, Hellmut(PT)

Lajeunesse, Marcel
Couture, Carol(PT)
Gelinas, Yvon(PT)

Holley, Edward G., dean
Gambee, Budd L.
McMullen, Haynes
Koda, Paul(PT)
Russell, Mattie U.(PT)

Speller, Benjamin

Stieg, Lewis F., Chm.
Colson, John C.

Rothacker, J. Michael

Detlefsen, Ellen
Hodges, Margaret (Emer.)
Manheimer, Martha

10(rare books), 14
14
14
14

14
14

14

5(hist. bibl.),
10(archives), 14
9(ling.)
5(mss.), 10(archives)
19(conservation)

10(rare books), 14
10 (archives)
10(rare books)

14
l0(archives)
14
14

14

14
10(rare books), 14

14
10(archives)
14

14
14
14
10(rare books), 14
5(mss.), 10(archives)

14

14
10(archives), 14

14

14
10(folklore)
10(rare books), 14
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Wray, wenaeil
Zabrosky, Frank(PT)
Almagno, Fr. Romano(PT)

Pratt Institute

Queens College

Rosary College

Rutgers University

St. John's University

Simmons College

University of South Carolina

University of Southern
California

Southern Connecticut State
Cullege

University of South Florida

Syracuse University

University of Tennessee

University of Texas

Texas Women's University

University of Toronto

10(oral history)
10(archives)
9(des. bibl.), 10(rare books)

Karlowich, Robert A 14
Simor, George(PT) 10(archives, rare books), 14

Colby, Robert A. 10(Vict. cult. hist.), 14
Forrest, Frederick A. 14
Lewis, Stanley 14

Brace, William 14
Spahn, Theodore 14
Quinn, Patrick(PT) l0(archives)

Smit, Pamela R. 14
Force, Stephen(PT) 14

Rodriguez-Buckingham, Antonio, Chm. 14
Lowe, Mildred l0(rare books), 14

Jussim, Estelle 14
Peace, Nancy 10(archives)

Pope, Elspeth 14
Zachert, Martha Jane 14

Lange, Clifford 10(archives)
Thomison, Dennis 14

Libbey, David 14
Parker, Wyman 14

Gates, Jean Key 14
Dobkin, Joseph(PT) 14

Lemke, Antje B. l0(art, mus., arch.), 14

Robinson, William C., Dir. 14

Sparks, C. Glenn, dean 14
Davis, Donald G. 14
Bowden, Ann(PT) 10(rare books & mss.)
Kielman, Chester V.(PT) l0(archives)

Turner, Frank L. 14
Marino, Samuel J.(PT) 14

Halpenny, Francess G., dean 104Can. Lit.)
Anderson, Margaret E. 14
Donnelly, F. Dolores 9(Canadian), 14
Fleming, E. Patricia 10(Canadian), 14
Bowsfield, Hartwell(PT) l0(archives)
Landon, Richard G.(PT) 9(des. bibl.)
Neill, Desmond(PT) 14
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University of Washington Skelley, Grant T.
Berner, Richard(PT)

Wayne State University Gilbert, Edward(PT)

Western Michigan University Berneis, Regina F.
Comaromi, John P.
Gillham, Mary A.
Bowman, Mary Anne

University of Western Ontario Cameron, William J.
McCamus, Betty M.
Hotimsky, C.M.
Schulte-Albert, H.

University of Wisconsin Ham, F. Gerald(PT)

University of Wisconsin - Olson, Frederick I.,
Milwaukee

dean

10(rare books), 14
10(archives)

10(arch., conservation)

10(rare books), 14
14
14
10(rare books)

10(rare books), 14
14
14
14

10(archives)

10(arch., rare books), 14
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Associate Institutional Members:

University of Alberta DeScossa, Catriona
Brundin, Robert
Henderson, Mary E.P.
Parker, James
Strathern, Gloria

Auburn University Krause, Bettine J.

Ball State University Tevis, Raymond H.

Bowling Green State University

Bridgewater State College Neubauer, Richard

Central Michigan University

Central Missouri State University

Chicago State University Bolt, Janice

East Carolina University Boyce, Emily S.
Collins, Donald E.

East Tennessee State University Baird, Dorothy S.

Indiana State University

Kutztown State College

James Madison University

Mankato State University

Memphis State University

University of Mississippi

Murray State University

University of North Carolina
Greensboro

University of Oklahoma

Kanasky, William

Lenz, Millicent A.

Strohecker, Edwin C.

Bruno, J. Michael
Clark, Harry

l0(rare books), 14

14

14
14

Our Lady of the Lake University

University of Puerto Rico Fernandez Ortiz, Arturo, dir. 14
Faunce, Maria 14
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14

14
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Purdue University

University of Rhode Island

St. Cloud State University

Sam Houston State University

San Jose State University

Shippensburg State College

Southern Illinois University

University of Southern
Mississippi

Spalding College

University of Toledo

University of Utah

Villanova University

Western Kentucky University

West Virginia University

University of Wisconsin -
Oshkosh

Whitenack, Carolyn I.

Tryon, Jonathan S.
Maslyn, David(PT)

Schulzetenberg, Anthony C.
Busse, Lawrence R.(PT)
Elsen, Marie K.(PT)

Thorne, Bonnie B.

Norell, Irene

Toney, Bernard

Butts, Gordon
Dale, Doris

Boyd, William
Tracy, Warren F.(PT)
Anderson, Paul G.(PT)

Apple, Mary A.(PT)

Smith, Robert C.

Gribble, Stokely(PT)

Burke, Redmond

14

14
10(spec. coll., arch.)

14
10(rare books)
10(arch., rare books)

14

14

14

14
14

14
14
10(archives), 14

14

14

14

14
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APPENDIX F. COMPARISON OF STUDENT/FACULTY
RATIOS, 1976/77

Rank by FTA; Rank by FTE; ave. Rank by student/
Faculty size Graduate class size faculty ratio

22-Toronto
19-Maryland
18-Pittsburgh
18-Rutgers
18-Simmons
17-Denver
17-W. Ontario
16-Drexel
16-Michigan
15-Case Western Res.
14-N. Carolina
14-Texas
13-UCLA
13-Columbia
13-Indiana
13-Kentucky
13-Oueens, SUNY
13-Rosary
13-S. California
12-Florida St.
12-Syracuse
12-Washington
12-W. Michigan
12-Wisconsin
11-Geneseo, SUNY
11-Illinois
11-Long Island
11S. Connecticut
10-Alabama
10-British Columbia
10-California
10-Catholic
10-Emporia St.
10-Kent St.
10-Minnesota
10-Montre'al
10-Oregon
10-Pratt Inst.
10-S. Carolina
9-Buffalo, SUNY
9-Emory
9-Hawaii
9-Texas Women's
9-Wayne St.
8-Arizona
8-Chicago
8-Dalhousie
8-Iowa
8-Louisiana St.
7-Atlanta
7-McGill
7-Missouri
7-N. Illinois
7-S. Florida
7-Tennessee
6-Peabody

273-Simmons
255-Michigan
248-S. California
243-Maryland
225-Pittsburgh
210-Rutgers
200-Indiana
197-Columbia
190-Rosary
180-Florida St.
180-S. Florida
175-Queens, SUNY
160-California
157-Drexel
155-Illinois
155-Toronto
151-Long Island
151-Pratt Inst.
150-Denver
143-Wisconsin
140-Case Western Re
140-Wayne St.
133-W. Ontario
132-Geneseo, SUNY
130-Syracuse
130-Washington
117-Texas
115-W. Michigan
112-Catholic
104-Peabody
100-Kentucky
100-Louisiana St.
98-Buffalo, SUNY
97-UCLA
90-Emory
90-Oregon
88-N. Carolina
83-Minnesota
80-Atlanta
80-Emporia St.
80-Hawaii
80-Missouri
75-S. Connecticut
72-Iowa
59-McGill
54-Montre'al
52-S. Carolina
49-Chicago
47-British Columbi
45-Kent St.
45-N. Illinois
44-Texas Women's
40-Alabama
40-Arizona
38-Tennessee
30-Dalhousie

3.75-Dalhousie
4.00-Alabama
4.50-Kent St.
4.70-British Columbia
4.89-Texas Women's
5.00-Arizona
5.20-S. Carolina
5.40-Montrdal
5.43-Tennessee
6.13-Chicago
6.29-N. Carolina
6.43-N. Illinois
6.82-S. Connecticut
7.05-Toronto
7.46-UCLA
7.69-Kentucky
7.82-W. Ontario
8.00-Emporia St.
8.00-Iowa
8.30-Minnesota

s. 8.36-Texas
8.43-McGill
8.82-Denver
8.89-Hawaii
9.00-Oregon
9.33-Case Western Res.
9.58-W. Michigan
9.81-Drexel
10.00-Emory
10.83-Syracuse
10.83-Washington
10.89-Buffalo, SUNY
11.20-Catholic
11.43-Atlanta
11.43-Missouri
11.67-Rutgers
11.92-Wisconsin

IPLA \12.00-Geneseo, SUNY
standards/

2 .50-LouisianS St.
12.50-Pittsburgh

1/12 ratio 12.79-Maryland

13.46-Queens, SUNY
13.73-Long Island
14.09-Illinois
14.62-Rosary
15.00-Florida St.
15.10-Pratt Inst.
15.15-Columbia
15.17-Simmons
15.38-Indiana
15.56-Wayne St.
15.94-Michigan
16.00-California
17. 33-Peabody
19.08-S. California
25.71-S. Florida

Source: "Standards for Library Schools," IFLA Journal 2:217, 1976.
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APPENDIX G. PROGRAM OUTLINES FOR RARE BOOK AND
ALLIED STUDIES AT UMCP

ADVANCED STUDIES IN ARCHIVES, MANUSCRIPTS, AND HISTORICAL COLLECTIONS

Advisory module for
specialization

in
RARE BOOKS & HISTORICAL MANUSCRIPTS

The advanced studies curriculum consists of a minimal 54 credit hours of
study, normally distributed over 5 semesters. A thesis is optional but
recommended, normally in the subject-area concentration; minimally two
research seminars must be completed, with original work focusing on topics
related to the specialization (period books, printing, manuscript production,
publishing, and book trade, etc.). A practicum is required unless this
requirement is satisfied by previous experience. Reading competence in
at least two foreign languages must be demonstrated, normally in French
and/or German, and Latin. Required courses for this specialty are marked
with an asterisk in the following guide. Noncredit coursework in area
institutions (Smithsonian Associates program, i.e. binding, printing,
calligraphy, etc.) is highly recommended. Cognate fields may be developed
in Museology (art History) and Industrial Education (Graphics Communications
for printing technology).

HISTORY
Core:
HIST 600 Historiography and/or

*HIST 601 Historical Research Methods (preferred)
HIST 801A Historical Editing 6+
HIST 801B Advanced Historical Editing

Subject-area concentration:
HIST 400+ Choice of 20 examination fields; a concentration
series in Europe and America, ca. 1200-1800 is 9+

recommended
HIST 700 Readings & colloquia
series

*HIST 800 Research seminars (two are required) 6+
series

Allied field: recommended
HIST 405 Introduction to Archives and Manuscript
HIST 406 Repositories, I-II 6
HIST 619 NARS Institute in Archival Administration

Minimal credits for M.A. in History 21
Recommended credit hours for the M.A. 30

LIBRARY & INFORMATION SERVICES

Core:
*LBSC 600 Proseminar: Library Development & Operations
*LBSC 651 Intro. to Reference & Information Services
*LBSC 671 Organization of Knowledge in Libraries
*LBSC 611 History of Archives and Libraries
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Bibliographic studies:
*LBSC 751 Literature & Research in Humanities and/or

LBSC 752 Arts (preferably both)
*LBSC 612 History of Books & Printing; prerequisite to
*LBSC 712 Intro. to Codicology & Critical Bibliography

Curatorial Administration:
*LBSC 735 Curatorship of Historical Collections

LBSC 782 Seminar on Manuscript Collections
LBSC 630 Library Administration and Organization
LBSC 499 Workshop: Advanced Manuscript Administration

9+

6+

Technical Services:
LBSC 783 Intro. to Technical Services (recommended)

*LBSC 708 Intro. to Conservation of Archival 6 Library
Materials

LBSC 708 Intro. to Preservation 6 Restoration Technology 3+
6 Management (recommended)

LBSC 785 Introduction to Reprography
LBSC 499 Workshop: Conservation & Collection Management

Cognate fields: recommended
Data Processing & Information Storage 6 Retrieval
Publishing 6 Book Trade
Printing 6 Graphic Communications 12t
Museology

Minimal credits for the MLS 27
Recommended credit hours 33

Subtotals 48 63

PROGRAM OPTIONS

I.Thesis 6 hours of directed studies leading to a master's
thesis or its equivalent, with the intention of
matriculation into a doctoral program. This option
requires permission from the program coordinators
and the consent of a thesis advisor. It is
recommended for students who earn a minimal 3.5
GPA in the first year of studies. 6+

II.Non-
thesis 6 hours of electives, not necessarily confined

to CLIS or History courses, for a terminal degree
course of study (with no intention of pursuing a
PhD subsequently). At least one elective must be
a practicum or field study in a rare book library
under the supervision of a professional, amounting
to 100 hours of work, unless this requirement is
satisfied by previous experience. 6+ 3

Minimal credit hours for the MA 6 MLS degrees 54
Recommended credit hours 66

Note: The subject-area in History has no minimal credit
hour requirement, but candidates must pass an examination in their fields
given by a committee of 3 faculty.
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UNIVERSITY OF MARYLAND
COLLEGE OF LIBRARY AND INFORMATION SERVICES

DEPARTMENT OF HISTORY

TWO-YEAR CURRICULUM FOR THE MLS AND MA IN HISTORY DEGREES

PROGRAM REQUIREMENTS AND PLANNING

This course of study requires a minimum of 54 credit hours for the two degree programs,
It is ideally to be completed in two years of full-time study. The recommended sched-
ule is two semesters (24 hours), one summer session (6 hours) plus another two semestel
full-time (24 hours). Prospective students are advised that the two-year directed cou
of study will normally involve enrollment for a minimum of five terms.

In addition to the total credit hours required, the following specific requirements
must be fulfilled:

1) An overall B average (3.0 gpa) in all coursework is necessary for graduation.

2) Satisfaction of the College's requirements for core coursework amounting to
9 hours: LBSC 600, 651 and 671.

3) Satisfaction of the Department's requirements of core coursework amounting to
9 hours: HIST 600 or 601, plus two graduate researdh seminars at the 800 level.
Specialization options may have specified course selections.

4) All students should distribute their coursework proportionately so that a mini-
mum of 24 hours are taken in both the College and Department. The remaining
six are electives and may be taken outside either participating unit. See the
included curricular guides for recommended course distributions.

5) Students must pass a written examination based on the history courses taken,
to be set and graded by three history faculty members designated by the Depart-
ment's coordinator for the course of directed study. If the student is accepted
into the CHPS (Committee on the History and Philosophy of Science, an interdis-
ciplinary faculty offering special graduate courses) program, the examination
is administered by CHPS.

6) The student is expected to select one of four main options within the program
leading to a specialization according to the attached modules. These are de-
signed as guides for course selection to insure integration of courses into
a genuine directed study program. They should be followed as closely as possi-
ble, but deviation from the prescribed course of study can be approved by the
program coordinators. In each, coursework in the College is to be pursued
simultaneously with that in the Department and it is recommended that each tern
courses be distributed equally between History and Information Studies.

CURRICULAR DESIGN

There are four main curricular structures possible within the advanced studies curri-
culum. They are:

I. Archives and Manuscripts
II. Rare Books and Special Collections

III. Scholarly editing and publishing
IV. Subject-area specialization, for academic and research libraries reference and

bibliographic work.
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These are basic guides which provide for flexible scheduling and individualized course

selection, yet offer a governing sense of structure, coherence and practical advice.

They should be followed closely, with modifications approved by advisors working with

the coordinating team. If options I-III are not appropriate and IV needs redesign

to meet special interests, this fourth option is flexible enough to accommodate a

variety of curricular plans.
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I. MA-MLS CURRICULUM: ARCHIVES AND MANUSCRIPTS

HISTORY

Core Requirements: Credit Hours
HIST 600 Historiography and/or
HIST 601 Methods in Historical Research (preferred) 3
HIST 818 Seminar in Historical Editing 3

3
HIST 405 Introduction to Archives and Manuscripts
HIST 406 Field Stuc- in Archives 3

12

Content Electives 1

HIST 600 Two courses supporting subject-area 3
Series Specialization 3

6

Specialization in Archives, with one or more fields of concentrated
study in 800-level seminars. Three 400-level courses may be taken with
consent of advisor to fill the content elective requirement; additional
seminars can substitute for 400-600 series courses.

24

LIBRARY AND INFORMATION SERVICES

Core Requirements:
LBSC 600 Proseminar: Development and Operation of

Library and Information Services 3
LBSC 651 Introduction to Reference and Information

Services 3
LBSC 671 Organization of Knowledge in Libraries I 3
LBSC 611 History of Archives and Libraries 3

12

Information Science:
LBSC 675 Introduction to ISAR Systems (preferred) and/or
LBSC 737 Seminar in the Special Library; 3
LBSC 690 Introduction to Data Processing for

Libraries and/or
LBSC 775 Construction and Maintenance of Indexing

Languages and Thesauri and/or
LBSC 708V Information Processing for Small-Scale

Environments 3
6

It would normally be expected that students would elect American history
courses to work in American archival institutions and to qualify for Federal
Civil Service positions. However, if students are research oriented, seek
to work in comparative or international librarianship and archival studies,
or wish specialization in diplomatic archives, they may petition to enroll
in non-US History courses to support their programs.
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Specialization Seminars:
LBSC 735 Curatorship of Historical Collections
LBSC 782 Seminar on Manuscript Collections;
LBSC 708U Conservation of Archival and Library

Materials (by consent of advisor, LBSC 499G
Collection and Conservation Management Workshop)

LBSC 785 Introduction to Reprography 3
9

24

ELECTIVE OPTIONS

1. 6-hours of directed study leading to a Master's thesis with the intent
to matriculate into a doctoral program at another institution. Permis-
sion is required from the program coordinators for the arrangement of
a thesis advisor; a minimal GPA of 3.5 in core courses is required.

2

6

2. 6-hours of electives for a terminal program (with no intention of ad-
vancing to doctoral studies). Electives should be chosen with consent
of the divisional coordinator to strengthen a student's total educational
preparation and may include an additional internship within environs
different from those of the archival practicum. Additional coursework
in administration and automation is advisable.

6
54 hours

2
Students electing the thesis option should obtain a reading knowledge

of at least one foreign language which supports their research interests and
is attested by their thesis director.
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II. MA-MLS CURRICULUM: CURATORSHIP FOR RARE BOOKS AND SPECIAL COLLECTIONS

HISTORY

Core Requirements: Credit Hours
HIST 600 Historiography and/or
HIST 601 Methods in Historical Research (preferred); 3
HIST 818 Seminar in Historical Editing 3

6

Content Electives:
HIST 600 Focus on pre-1824 American History 3
HIST 700 and/or
Series Focus on Medieval - Early Modern Europe (1200-1800) 6

9

Content Seminars:
HIST 800 Focus on pre-1825 American History 3
Series and/or

Focus on Medieval - Early Modern Europe (1200-1800) 3

Two 800-level research seminars are required; additional seminars may be
taken as content electives. Specialization in American History before
1825 and/or European History (Medieval-Early Modern) is recommended.

21

LIBRARY AND INFORMATION SERVICES

Core Requirements:
LBSC 600 Proseminar: Development and Operation of Library

and Information Services 3
LBSC 651 Introduction to Reference and Information Services 3
LBSC 671 Organization of Knowledge in Libraries I 3

9

Historical Bibliography Field:
LBSC 611 History of Archives and Libraries in Western

Civilization 3
LBSC 612 History of Books and Printing 3
LBSC 712 Introduction to Codicology and Critical

Bibliography; 3
LBSC 751 Literature and Research in the Humanities and/or
LBSC 752 Literature and Research in the Arts (with advisor's

permission) 3
12

NOTE: Reading competency in two languages is a minimal requirement for
this specialization, and normally it would be expected that students
have utility in German and/or French and in Latin. Other language
requirements may be imposed by the thesis advisor if option 2 is taken;
these would be determined by the student's own research interests and
should be attested by Professor McCrank.
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Curatorial Administration:
LBSC 735 Curatorship of Historical Collections; 3
LBSC 708U Conservation of Archival and Library Materials

and/or (with permission) 499G: Collection and
Conservation Management Workshop

LBSC 785 Introduction to Reprography 3
6

27

ELECTIVE OPTIONS

1. 6-hours of directed study leading to a Master's thesis, with the in-
tent to matriculate into a doctoral program at another institution.
permission is required from the program coordinators for the arrange-
ment of a thesis advisor; a minimal GPA of 3.5 in core courses is re-
quired.

6

2. 6-hours of electives for a terminal program (with no intention of
advancing to doctoral studies). Electives should be chosen with the
consent of the divisional coordinator to strengthen a student's total
educational preparation and must include an internship in either a
special library or a rare books collection unless this requirement is
satisfied by previous experience. Additional coursework in administra-
tion, bibliography and text editing is advisable, plus electives in
manuscripts and archives.
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III. MA-MLS CURRICULUM: SCHOLARLY EDITING AND PUBLISHING

HISTORY

Core Requirements:
HIST 600 History and/or
HIST 601 Methods in Historical Research
HIST 818A Introduction to Historical Editing;
HIST 818B Advanced Historical Editing; this may involve an

internship or intensive practical experience on a
particular project

Content Electives:
HIST Series - at least 4 graduate level courses in the
HIST 800s - student's field of interest, two of which

must be 800 -level seminars

Credit Hours
3

3

3
9

6

6
12

24

LIBRARY SCIENCE

Foundations:
LBSC 600

LBSC 651
LBSC 671

Electives:
LBSC 612
LBSC 712
LBSC 751
LBSC 708V
LBSC 708U
LBSC 785
LBSC 708

Proseminar: The Development and Operation of
Library and Information Services
Introduction to Reference and Information Services
Organization of Knowledge in Libraries I

History'of Books and Printing
Introduction to Codicology and Critical Bibliography
Literature and Research in the Humanities
Information Processing for Small-Scale Environments
Conservation of Archival and Library Materials
Introduction to Reprography
Special Topics: Publishing and Book Trade and/or
Design of Reference Tools, or a knowledge of auto-
mated text processing, indexing and thesaurus
construction, and printing technology is recommended

ELECTIVE OPTIONS

1. 6-hours of directed study leadint to a Master's Thesis with
the intent to matriculate into a doctoral program at another
institution. Permission is required from the program coordina-
tor for the arrangement of a thesis advisor; a minimal GPA in
core courses is required.
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APPENDIX G. - Continued

2. 6-hours of electives for a terminal program (with no
intention of advancing to doctoral studies). Electives
should be chosen with consent of the divisional coordina- 6
tor to strengthen a student's total education preparation..
These may be in other units such as English (textual
criticism; library editing), Graphic Arts, etc., or may
entail additional project work.

Total 54 hours
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IV. MA-MLS CURRICULUM; SUBJECT-AREA SPECIALIZATION FOR BIBLIOGRAPHY AND REFERENCE

Specializations in l)Humanities, 2) Social Sciences, and 3) History of Science and Tech-
nology

HISTORY

Core Requirement: Credit Hours

HIST 600 Historiography and/or 3
HIST 601 Methods in Historical Research (preferred)

Content Electives (courses from one of the three area-study groups):
HIST 600-
HIST 700 1) Humanities focus upon intellectual, Religious and
Series cultural history

2) Social Science focus on socio-economic, diplomatic
and legal history 15

3) Science-technology focus in the history of science
technology and medicine

Seminar Electives (the same focus as those elected in one of the three
study areas):

HIST 1) Humanities focus upon intellectual,
800 Series religious and cultural history

2) Social Science focus on socio-economic, diplomatic 6
and legal history

3) Science-technology focus in the history of science,
technology and medicine

A minimal requirement is the selection of two research seminars at the
800 level coordinated with electives for a field specialty.

Specialization in history pertaining to one of the three defined study-
areas. 800-level seminars may be substituted for 400-600 level courses
when background warrants.

24 hours

LIBRARY AND INFORMATION SERVICES

Core Requirements:
LBSC 600 Proseminar: Development and Operation of Libraries

and Information Services 3
LBSC 651 Introduction to Reference and Information Services 3
LBSC 671 Organization of Knowledge in Libraries I 3

9

Support Courses:
LBSC 675 Introduction to ISAR Systems 3
LBSC 690 Introduction to Data Processing for Libraries and/or
LBSC 708V Information Processing for Small-Scale Environments 3

6
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Bibliography Electives: (2 courses from the same study area selected in
History specialization):

NOTE: LBSC 750 may be used as a substitute in any study-area with the
consent of the advisor.

1) LBSC 751 Literature and Research in the Humanities;
LBSC 752 Literature and Research in the Arts;

2) LBSC 753 Literature and Research in the Social Sciences;
LBSC 764 Legal Literature, and/or
LBSC 766 Business Information Systems, and/or
LBSC 767 Governmental Information Systems

3) LBSC 762 Medical Literature and Librarianship
LBSC 756 Literature and Research in the Sciences
LBSC 708 Special Topics: i.e., Cynbernetics, or
LBSC 709 Independent Study

Practical Experience (unless satisfied by previous experience in a library
setting relating to the study-area of specialization):

LBSC 707 Field Study in Library Science 3

24

ELECTIVES OPTIONS

1. 6-hours of directed study (HIST 799 or LBSC 709) leading to a Master's
thesis, with the intention of matriculating into a doctoral program
at another institution. Permission is required from the program co-
ordinators for the arrangement of a thesis advisor; a minimal GPA 3.5
in core courses is required.

6

2. 6-hours of electives for a terminal program (with no intention of

advancing to doctoral studies). Electives should be chosen with
the consent of the divisional coordinator to strengthen the student's

total educational preparation and may include an additional intern-

ship. When applicable the student may request to take a course in
another department of the University in order to strengthen his/her
specialty or gain specialized methodology.

6

5-

The fourth option, appropriate for specialization in bibliographic and re-

ference services, is designed to provide flexibility and the opportunity

for a student to work with his advisor and the coordinating team to tailor

his/her own program to meet specific career goals, i.e., to work with the

Geography Department and its historical geographers for map librarianship;
or cooperation with Art History, especially its Museum Training program, for
enhanced opportunities to specialize in museology and information services.
Individualized programs can be developed with advisors and the coordinating

teams for such combinations as family history and children's literature as
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a component of American cultural history, legal history and law librarian-
ship, diplomatic history and international information service, public
history and instructional media, science/technology and science information
systems, history of medicine and medical/pharmaceutical librarianship, socio-
economic history and business information services, etc.
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APPENDIX H. THE CURATORSHIP OF HISTORICAL
COLLECTIONS (COURSE OUTLINE)

1.0 Introduction
.1 Arts & Humanities in the U.S.
.2 Historical & literary studies in the U.S.
.3 Rare Book Libraries and Special Collections in the U.S.
.4 Trends, Problems and National Planning
.5 Education

2.0 Institutional Settings
.1 Archives and Government Libraries
.2 State and Local Historical Societies
.3 Museums and Galleries
.4 Rare Book and Research libraries
.5 Academic libraries and special collections
.6 Public libraries and special collections
.7 Private Collecting and personal libraries

3.0 Rare books
.1 Manuscripts
.2 Incunabula
.3 Early books
.4 Americana
.5 Ephemera,realia & memorabilia

4.0 Collection development
.1 Acquisition policies and evaluation methods
.2 Acquisition methods and desiderata
.3 Search strategies
.31 Out-of-print and rare book market
.32 Current production: reprints, facsimiles, reference resources
.4 Dealers catalogs
.5 Book auctions
.6 Purchasing
.7 Solicitation

5.0 Financial Planning
.1 Accounting & reporting techniques
.2 Irregular budgeting
.3 Budget appropriations and accountability
.4 Fund-raising and patronage
.5 Grantsmanship
.6 Insurance and appraisal

6.0 Personnel
.1 Procedural planning and processing
.2 Staffing characteristics
.3 Continuing Education
.4 Environmental concerns
.5 Consulting services

7.0 Public Relations and Programs
.1 Media and publicity
.2 Programs, and publications
.3 Exhibits and displays

8.0 Readers Services
.1 Reference
.2 Use & Accessibility
.3 Control and security
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9.0 Conservation and facilities
.1 Design considerations
.2 Climatic environment
.3 Storage systems
.4 Conservation surveys
.5 Restoration facilities

10.0 Conclusions
.1 Old Problems and Continuing Concerns
.2 Future of Rare Books and Special Collections
.3 Conversion of present bookstock to special collections
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APPENDIX I. RARE BOOKS AND HISTORICAL
MANUSCRIPTS (COURSE OUTLINE)

1.0 Introduction to Bibliographic Studies
.1 Methodology, Specialization & Synthesis
.2 Archives, Diplomatic and Sigliography
.3 Historical Bibliography from 'pen to press'
.4 Codicology and/or Archeology of the Manuscript Book
.5 Descriptive, Analytic and/or Critical Bibliography

2.0 Writing materials
.1 Inks, pens, & brushes
.2 Parchment and vellum
.3 Paper and watermarks
.4 Physical Description

3.0 Diplomatics: the analysis of documents
.1 Latin
.2 Vernacular
.3 Anglo-American forms

4.0 Paleography & script identification
.1 Chancery hands
.11 Latin
.12 Vernacular
.2 Book hands
.21 Latin
.22 Vernacular

5.0 Typography & type identification
.1 'Paleo-typography' and incunabula
.2 Early type faces
.3 Early modern type faces
.4 Modern typography

6.0 Imprint data
.1 Incipits, colophons and probitoria
.2 Privileges and imprimata
.3 Printers' devices and advertisements
.4 Title pages
.5 Quasi-facsimile transcription

7.0 Anatomy of a book-layout and design
.1 Production practices
.2 Rubries and signings
.3 Composition and Imposition
.4 Foliation and pagination
.5 Signatures and Collation formulae

8.0 Book Illustration
.1 Illumination and rubrication
.2 Xylography and woodcuts
.3 Ehgraving and etching
.4 Lithography
.5 Reprography

9.0 Bookbinding
.1 Medieval Structures
.2 Early Modern Structures
.3 Decorations and Styles
.4 Edition binding
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Bibliographic Description and Cataloging
Standard Cataloging
Short-title cataloging
Descriptive and Critical Bibliographic catalogs
Automation applications
Pioneer projects
Text processing
Indexing and tracings
Computerized cataloging
Production of book catalogs
Conclusions
Bibliography and Textual Scholarship
Bibliography and Librarianship
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APPENDIX J. QUESTIONNAIRE SUMMARY

1. Majority viewpoint on role of library history
in your curriculum:
1) Basic for intro. to profession -
2) Specialization field -
3) General background only -
4) All of the above -
5) No significant role -

2. Place of historical coursework in required core:
1) Always electives
2) Once required

1) Presently required -
2) Now a component of introductory courses -
3) Not especially integrated into core

requirements -

24%
24%
32%
11%
9%

62%
38%

3%
37%

60%

3. Articulated Specialization programs
1. Total certificate, 6th yr., or 2-year MLS program 34 = 52%

a) With specialization capabilities in Rare
Books & Special Collections 13 = 20%

b) With specialization capabilities in Archives
& Manuscripts 17 = 27%

c) With both specialities, Rare Books &

of total (64)

Archives 10 = 16% "

2. MA-MLS programs: 7 = 11% of total (64)
a) With specialization capability in Rare

Books & Special Collections 3 = 5% "
b) With specialization capability in

4 = 6%

c) With both specialiities, Rare Books &
Archives 3 = 5% "

3. Ph.D. programs 23 = 36% of total (64)
a) With specialization capability in Rare

Books & Special Collections 10 = 16% "

b) With specialization capability in Archives
& Manuscripts 16 = 25% "

c) With both specializations, Rare Books &
Archives 10 = 16% "

4. Language requirements:
1. Varies by specialization & degree program
2. MLS requirement
3. Doctorate requirement

92% of total (64)
8% "

39% " (23)
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5. Extent of interdisciplinary cooperation for specializations with:
a) Art History: 3/45 = 7%
b) English Lang. & Lit: 3/45 = 7%
c) History: 10/45 = 22%
d) Hist. Soc. or Archives: 4/45 = 9%

93% of those surveyed maintained that cooperation existed but that it is informal
and ad hoc. 3 schools not having formally structured cooperative arrangements
with history for archival education are considering such programs now; another
3 schools have investigated such arrangements, but nothing came of these nego-
tiations. All those schools with cooperative programs agreed that they are
successful.

The subject-area MA is strongly recommended by the majority of schools for
those going into academic and research librarianship; several schools noted that
an increased number of their students interested in these areas already possess
their MA before entrance.

6. Continuing education activities:
Only 9% of the schools responding to this survey are active in continuing
education in the field of special collections; archival institutes and special
summer programs are most frequent, followed by scattered specialized workshops
in: 1) publishing and library relations; 2) conservation for practicing librar-
ians; and 3) grantsmanmshp.

7. Issue of cooperation between libraries and museums, archives and historical
societies:
a) Strongly favor such cooperation: 30%
b) Identify this as an issue of current concern: 8%
c) Lack of concern over this issue 2%

8. Impact of Ph.D.'s pursuing post-doctoral MLS degrees:
a) Average number of doctorates currently enrolled: 70 in 20 schools
b) Special accommodation for Ph.D.'s in programs: 15% have special waivers,

consideration, etc..
c) Noticeable trend in specialization: 54% note tendency to speciali

in academic and research
libraries

d) Admission policy toward applicants with doctorate:
100% maintain neutrality,
neither favoring nor dis-
couraging entrance into
library science

9. Extent of historical approach in children's literature:
a) Contains major historic treatment: 81%
b) Contains only brief historical background: 9%
c) Includes Analytical Bibliographic

approach to children's books: 1%
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10. Extent of automated production of bibliographies:
a) Typology of bibliographies included in

automation courses: 23%
b) No bibliographical component per se in

automation courses: 77%
c) Formal coursework in indexing and thesauri

construction in automatic bibliographic
services: 48%
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